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ABSTRACT

During the winter of 1969-70 airborne and ground measurements were made in a

number of storms over the Cascade Ifountains of Washington State. The airborne

measurements included cloud particle sampling, ice nucleus .concentrations liquid

water content turbulence temperature dewpoint, and radar observations. The

aircraft was also equipped with silver iodide pyrotechnic units for seeding the

clouds with artificial ice nuclei. At a network of ground stations in the Cas-

cade Mountains measurements and observations were made. of ice nucleus concentra-

tions the concentrations of freezing nuclei and of silver in the snowfall, the

rate and nature of the snowfall, and regular synoptic observations. In addition,

a radar was located in the mountains and radiosondes were launched from Olympia,

Washington.

The average concentration of freezing nuclei in snow samples collected in

the Cascades was 875 per gram at -1SC, with an increase of- about one order of

magnitude for every 5C fall in temperature. The concentrations of freezing nu-

clei at -15C followed a log-normal frequency distribution. Analysis of the snow

samples by atomic absorption spectrometry showed that the concentration of silver

in -the snow was never greater than 1 x 10 gram per ml. of water. The rate of

snowfall was found to increase approximately linearly with the mean mass of the snow

particles High snowfall rates were commonly associated with stellar and dendritic

crystals and low snowfall rates with needles the heaviest riming was often asso-

ciated with stellars and dendrites. The concentration of snow particles in the



air was generally much greater than the concentration of freezing nuclei but the

ratio of the concentrations approached unity as the cloud top temperature approached

about -25C.

To affect snowfall on the ground in the Cascade Mountains in typical winter

storm conditions by seeding with artificial ice nuclei from an aircraft, it is

necessary to seed well upwind of the target area. A simple theoretical model has

been used for predicting the location of seeding in order to target the artificial

snowfall to a given location on the ground.

The measurements and observations made in two storms which were seeded from

the air for short periods of time are described. In one of these storms (December

3, 1969) the effects of the artificial seeding on the concentrations of ice nuclei

in the air and the liquid water content of the clouds were detected from the air-

craft. Also, a sharp increase occurred in the snow rate on the ground in the tar-

get area following seeding. However, there were no significant increases in the

concentrations of freezing nuclei or of silver in the snow in the target area. In

the other seeded storm (December 11, 1969) the snow particles in the target area

charged from graupel and lightly to heavily rimed needles to stellar fragments and

lightly to moderately’rimed plates following seeding from the aircraft upwind. In

this case, some sharp increases were noted in the concentrations of freezing nuclei

in the snowfall in the target- area following seeding. However, the concentration

of silver in the snow collected in the target area again showed no measurable in-

crease over the normal background count.

Measurements and observations made at three different levels on the side of

Denny Mountain in the Cascades revealed the changes which occur in the nature and



and the sizes of precipitation particles forming in orographic clouds only a

few thousand feet thick. Snowfall from these clouds could probably be modified

significantly by seeding with artificial ice nuclei from ground-based generators.
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SECTION 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overall Objectives of the Cascade Program

This report is the third in a series from the Cloud Physics Group at the

University of Washington on the Cascade Atmospheric Water Research Program

(hereafter referred to as the. "Cascade Program") The objectives of this pro-

gram are to determine the mechanisms by which precipitation develops in winter

storms over the Cascade Mountains of Washington State, and to investigate the

feasibility of increasing and redistributing snowfall in this area by artificial

seeding of the clouds.

Measurements of ice nuclei over the Cascade Mountains have shown that the

concentrations are generally very low .(Hobbs and Ryan, 1969 Hobbs and Locatel-

li, 1970). These measurements are substantiated by the fact that severe icing

conditions are common in winter storms over the Cascades. It should therefore

be possible to increase the precipitation from winter storms in this area by

seeding the clouds with artificial ice nuclei in concentrations of the order 1

liter"1 effective at cloud top temperatures.

The model which -is postulated for redistributing, or targeting, the snow-

fall is as follows. Since the concentrations of supercooled cloud droplets in

the winter storms are generally high any. ice particles which originate in the

clouds will increase in mass predominantly by riming. The fall speed of rimed

snow particles are of the order of 1 meter sec"1. The trajectories of these par-

ticles in a .westerly airstream is such that many of them reach the ground on the

western slopes of the Cascades but within a few miles of the crest of the mountains.
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If the supercooled droplets in clouds upwind of the mountains were nucleated by

seeding with artificial ice nuclei the ice particles in these clouds would grow

mainly by deposition from the vapor phase. Such ice crystals have fall speeds

of about 1/2 meter sec-1. Consequently their trajectories would be -flatter"

than those of the rimed ice particles and, on a westerly airstream, they would

be carried further east and fall out on the eastern slopes of the Cascade Moun-

tains

1. 2 Resume of Previous Work

Early work on the Cascade Program, carried out by E. Bollay Associates and

Battelle-Northwest, concentrated mainly on ground measurements in the Snoqualmie

Pass area of the Cascades to determine the natural precipitation characteristics

and the diffusion" and synoptic conditions associated with winter storms. These

studies. indicated that under typical conditions of westerly flow any material

dispersed from ground-based generators was likely .to be confined to the valleys

rather than be carried up into the clouds. During the winter season 1966-67

Battelle-Northwest attempted to fly a Queen Air (Model A80) aircraft into storms

over the Cascade Mountains in order to seed.the clouds with solid carbon .dioxide.

However, this operation was severely limited by the heavy icing conditions encoun-

tered in the supercooled clouds.

The first successful series of research flights into winter storms over the

Cascade Mountains were carried out by the Cloud Physics Group of the University of

Washington during the season 1968-69. In these flights measurements and observa-

tions were made of cloud and precipitation particles, liquid water contents, ice

nucleus concentrations air temperatures and dewpoints A detailed account of



this work has been given by Hobbs and Ryan (1969) The use of radars in the

Cascade Program has been discussed by Wilson and Hobbs (1969).

In addition to the experimental programs outlined above work has been car-

ried out at the University of Washington during the past two years on developing

a theoretical model to describe the formation of clouds and the growth and fall-

out of precipitation over the Cascade Mountains. A preliminary account of part of

this work (viz. the airflow model) has been reported by Fraser (1970).

1. 3 Objectives and Plans’ for 1969-70 Program

The principal objectives of the field program carried out during the winter

of 1969-70 were to obtain detailed simultaneous airborne and ground observations

in both seeded and unseeded storms over the Cascade Mountains.

Plans were made for a twin-engine- aircraft, instrumented for cloud physics

and weather modification research, to be on standby for two months (November 15

to December 15 1969 and February 1 to 28 1970) for flying into storms over the

Cascade Mountains. During these flights simultaneous ground observations were

to be made at several stations straddling the Cascade Range. Under appropriate

conditions airborne seeding with artificial ice nuclei was to be carried out

from a specified location upwind of the Cascade Range in an attempt to modify

the distribution of snowfall on the ground.

1. 4 Measurements Obtained During 1969-70 Program

During the first month (November 15 to December 15 1969) when the aircraft

was on standby a total of eight: storms passed over the Cascade Mountains. Simul-

taneous aircraft and ground measurements were obtained in five of the storms and

two of these were seeded for short periods of time. In the remaining three storms

ground observations were made.
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In the second designated period for aircraft and ground observations

(February 1 to 28, 1970) the aircraft was unable to fly due to engine failure.

However, February was unusually dry and warm (Seattle had only eight days with

measurable rain) and only one major storm passed over the area during the month.

Ground measurements in the Cascades continued during this period.

In addition to the measurements mentioned above a number of ground mea-

surements were obtained at other times during the winter of 1969-70.

1. 5 Organization of Report

In the following three sections accounts are given of the general opera-

tional procedures for the program, the aircraft instrumentation, and the ground

measurements In 5 the theoretical basis for the targeting of snowfall by

artificial seeding is described, and the methods for seeding from an aircraft

which were used in the present program are discussed. This is followed in 6

by a detailed account of the measurements obtained in two storms (December 3

and 11, 1969) which were seeded for short periods of time. Finally, some inter-

esting additional observations and measurements made dunng the 1969-70 Cascade

Program are described in 7.



SECTION 2

OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES

The main objective of the program was to obtain simultaneous airborne and

ground measurements in seeded and unseeded storms over the cascade Mountains.

The airborne measurements were made from a modified B-26 aircraft (leased from

the Desert Research Institute, University of Nevada) which was operated out of

the Sandpoint Naval Air Base, Seattle. This aircraft was equipped for obtain-

ing a variety of in-cloud measurements and it was also used as the platform for

seeding with silver iodide pyrotechnic units. Measurements and observations were

made on the ground at several locations in the Cascade Mountains in the neighbor-

hood of Snoqualmie Pass (Fig. 1) and also from a mobile laboratory. A 3-cm radar

was operated at Keechelus Dam on the eastern slopes of the Cascades and a radio-

sonde unit and tracking radar were located at Olympia. Communications between the

central control station (University of Washington) the aircraft and the ground

stations was carried out by two-way VHF-FM. radios.

During the period when the aircraft was on standby a forecast was made by

1500 PST each day as to whether or not the following day would be a "storm" day.

A "storm" day was defined as one in which snow was forecast to fall over the Sno-

.qualmie area sometime during daylight hours. On designated "storm" days the air-

craft was ready .to fly by 0900 PST and the ground crews were on station by the

same time. The exact timing of aircraft flight on a "storm" day was determined

by the observations received from the ground crews in the Cascades.
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The aircraft flight generally commenced with a west to east traverse

across the Cascades over the Snoqualmie and Lake Keechelus areas. During this

leg a survey was made through measurements and observations of the nature and

extent of the clouds. At the same time, a radiosonde would be released from

Olympia to determine the upper level winds, air temperatures and dewpoints. On

the basis of the aircraft, ground and radiosonde observations a decision was

made/ whilst the aircraft was still in the air, as to whether or not artificial

seeding should be carried out. The principal criteria for carrying out seeding

were that the winds between ground level and cloud tops should be from 180 to

270 and that it be snowing in the Snoqualrnie area.

If the decision was made to carry out seeding, a calculation -was made to

determine at which location the clouds should be seeded in order to cause a

change in snowfall in the vicinity of Snoqualmie Pass (see Section 5) Seeding

was then carried out from the aircraft using silver iodide pyrotechnic devices

for a period of about one hour. At the request of the scientist on the aircraft

radiosondes were released from Olympia during and after the period of.seeding.

After the seeding was completed the aircraft would fly downwind in an attempt to

obtain measurements in the regions of the cloud affected by the seeding. Mea-

surements and observations were made at the various ground stations before, -dur-

ing and after the seeding in order to detect any changes in the nature and dis-

tribution of the snowfall on the ground which might have resulted from the arti-

ficial seeding. ’. ’

If it was decided that conditions were not suitable for seeding, the aircraft

continued to take measurements and observations in the clouds over the Cascades
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and the ground measurements continued through the day. If the aircraft was

unable to fly on "storm" days due to either adverse weather conditions or me-

chanical problems the measurements at the ground stations were still carried

out.
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SECTION 3

AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTATION

The locations of the instruments and sensors in the B-26 aircraft are shown

in Fig. 2. The sensors for the ice nucleus counter and the dewpoint meter were

located on the fuselage and those for the rate of aircraft climb and air turbu-

lence were mounted in the front cabin. The remainder of the sensors were con-

tained in two instrument pods mounted under the wings. Racks for holding fifty

end-burning silver iodide pyrotechnic units and fifty ejection silver iodide py-

rotechnic units were mounted under the instrument pods.

From. the aircraft’s radar and navigational systems a ground referenced dis-

play of the position of the aircraft was derived. This was recorded by means of

an X-Y plotter onto a map of the area (and also on magnetic tape) thereby provid-

ing an instantaneous display of the position of the aircraft-’and a record of the

course flown. The position of the aircraft, together with radar echoes from

clouds was also displayed on a storage oscilloscope. The scope was photographed

automatically at regular intervals with a time-lapse camera.

Two-way radio communication on two channels was maintained with the ground

observing stations and with the central control station for the project at the

University of Washington, by means of a VI-1F-FM radio which was independent of

the aircraft communication system.

The following list contains all of the data recorded on the aircraft:



sensors the aircraftin
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1. Cloud particles (Continuous Particle Sampler)

2. Output from. Electrical Particle Counter

3^ Time (WWV voice and tone announcement)

4. Microphone Front (Technical information on instruments)

5. Microphone Rear (Flight scientist’s comments)

6. Intercom (Flight scientist to pilot comments)

7. Time (Minute pulses)

8. Continuous particle sampler on-off pulses

9. End-burning pyrotechnic fired (pulse)

10..Ejection pyrotechnic fired (pulse)

11. X-coordinate of position of aircraft (20 nautical miles V )

12. Y-coordinate of position of aircraft (20 nautical miles V )

2/3 -1
13. Turbulence (0 to 10 cm’ sec )

1.4. Rate of climb (-10 m sec to +10 m sec )

-3
15. Liquid water content (0 to 5 g m )

16. Ice nucleus concentration (0 to 1000 liter )

17. Dew point (-40 to +10C)

18. Indicated airspeed (0 to 250 kts)

19. Pressure altitude (0 to 35,000 ft. )

20. Absolute pressure (0 to 15 psi)

21. Total temperature (-30 to +20C)

22. Mach number (0 to 0. 5)

23. True airspeed (0 to 250 kts)

24. True air temperature (-80 to +20 C)
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To achieve time synchronization all (except No. 1) of the above data after

being processed by an on-board analog computer, were recorded on the same magnetic

tape by means of a seven track recorder (4 tracks direct 2 tracks FH and 1 track

spare FM or direct). The voice information was recorded on- two direct tracks;

the front microphone and WWV time announcements were mixed onto one track and

the rear microphone and intercom were mixed onto the other. The output from the

electrical particle counter was recorded separately on a FM track. The input of

the other FM track was shorted to serve as a reference for tape speed compensa-

tion during data reduction. The other two direct tracks were used to multiplex

the remaining data. This system consisted of two similar FH multiplex units each

containing its own reference channel for tape speed compensation. To facilitate

’data reduction, and to preserve time synchronization, each unit also contained

the same time-event channel. This included the information of 7 8, 9 and 10

above with different pulse heights identifying the four events. The continuous

recording of time by both electrical pulses and audible announcements greatly simp-

lified the scanning of data by either strip-chart or the playing back of the tape

for copying or digitizing. At the beginning, and end of each tape a calibration

test was carried out providing zero, half-scale, and full-scale levels for each

"sensor.

To provide the flight scientist with real-time data on board the aircraft

the outputs from all the sensors listed above (except the continuous particle sam-

pier) were displayed on meters. A schematic block diagram -of the aircraft instru-’

mentation system is shown in Fig. 3.
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The continuous particle sampler (manufactured by Meteorological Research

Inc. ) provided replicas of the cloud particles on Formvar-coated 16 mm film.

During the periods that this instrument was operated an electrical pulse was

recorded on the magnetic tape. The information which can be obtained from this

device, and some of the problems in interpreting the data, have been discussed

by Hobbs and Ryan (1969).

The electrical particle counter, which is under development in the Cloud

Physics Group at the University of Washington (Mach and Hobbs 1969) consists

of a metal wire connected to a solid state electrometer. Charges communicated

to this wire by cloud and precipitation particles which collide with it are de-

tected by the electrometer and recorded, thereby providing a measure of the con-

centration of particles in the air. Further testing of this instrument, and com-

parisons with the liquid water content of the cloud and the types of particles

collected on the continuous particle sampler, were carried out during the present

program.

The turbulence of the air was measured with a universal turbulence indica-

tion (MacCready 1964-). A fast activation continuous ice nucleus counter (Fukuta

and Kramer, 1968) was on the aircraft for measuring the concentrations of ice nu-

’clei in the air.
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SECTION 4

GENERAL SURVEY OF GROUND MEASUREMENTS

The locations of the sites where ground measurements and observations were

made are shown in Fig. 1 and a summary of the data collected at each site is

contained in Table 1. The ground network consisted of eleven stations (six of

which were manned) located at various points across the Cascade Mountains in the

general vicinity of Snoqualmie Pass. In addition, a mobile laboratory was used

to take measurements and make observations at points along Interstate 90 which

passes over Snoqualmie Pass.

The methods used, and some of the results obtained, for measuring ice nucleus

concentrations in the air, analyzing snowfall for freezing nuclei and the presence

of silver, photographing and replicating snow crystals measuring rates of snowfall

and making radar and radiosonde observations are described below. More detailed

accounts of the results obtained on particular "storm" days are given in 6 and 7.

4.1 Ice Nucleus Concentrations in the Air

The concentrations of ice nuclei in the air active at -21 C were measured and

recorded with NCAR acoustical ice nucleus counters (Langer et al. 1967) located at

Snoqualmie Pass Stampede Pass Keechelus Dam, and in the mobile laboratory.

Provided these counters were carefully attended to by experienced observers

reliable data was obtained. However, it was apparent that on some occasions the

counters at Snoqualmie Pass Keechelus Dam, and the one in the mobile laboratory

were affected by the exhaust from vehicles and generators and from particles thrown’

up from the highway.

4. 2. "Drop-Freezing" Analysis of Snowfall

Samples of snow were collected at Keechelus Dam, Snoqualmie Pass Stampede

Pass, and the mobile laboratory for subsequent "drop-freezing" measurements.



TABLE- 1 GROUND INSTRUMENTATION

Station

Mobile Laboratory

Alpental (base)

Alpental (summit)

Bandera

Denny Creek

Kachess Dam

Keechelus Dam

Nagrom

North Bend

Olympia

Snoqualmie Pass

Stampede Pass

(X) Data

Ice
Nucleus
Counter

X

X

X

; x .
available fr

Snow
Rate
Sensor

X

X

X

X

x

x

m ESSA

Baro-
graph

X

(X)

Radar

X

X

Radio-
sonde

X

Slide
Repli-
cas

X

X X

x x

x

Snow
Sam-
ples

X

Automatic
Snow

Camera

X

X

.’

(X)

Thermo-
graph

X

X

x

Weighing!
Bucket
Gauge .^

X

X

X

x

x

x

(X)

Wind
Speed
S

irecti

X

i-
c-

X

X

(X)
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The snow samples were collected in the following way. New plastic bags

were used to line large metal containers and these were left open at the top in

order to collect falling snow. When artificial seeding was being carried out

the bags were changed every 15 minutes extending from one-half before seeding

to two hours after seeding from the aircraft. When artificial seeding was not

being carried out the bags were changed once every hour. The collected snow was

stored below 0C until just before analysis was carried out. The reason for

this is that at a concentration of a few parts per billion silver iodide is solu-

ble in liquid water, and in solution the silver anions tend to migrate to the

walls of the container where they may become attached and lost for subsequent

analysis.

The "drop-freezing" measurements that were made were similar to those des-

cribed by Vali (1968). The purpose is to determine the concentration of freez-

ing nuclei in a sample of precipitation by measuring the freezing characteristics

of a number of uniform-sized drops taken from the sample which are subjected to

constant cooling. It is assumed that the concentration n of freezing nuclei ef-

fective at a supercooling T or less (i. e. bet-ween temperatures -T and 0 C) is

given by

n n exp (a T )
o s

where n and a are constants. The probability P that a drop’ of volume V contains
o

at least one freezing nucleus effective at supercooling T is from Poisson’s sta-
S

tistics

therefore

P 1 (-Vn)

In (1-P)
n

V
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Now P is given by the fraction of the drops in the array which are frozen at

a temperature -T Hence,
s

1 ,N(T<,) , /, /
n -- In (---) (-/

V jf

o

where N(T ) is the number of unfrozen drops at temperature -T^ and N^ the total

number of drops in the array. The quantity n, defined by eqn. (1) is the prob-

ability that at least one freezing nucleus active at some temperature above -T^
will be found in a drop of volume V and it is termed the cumulative spectrum.

The number of freezing nuclei per unit volume which become active in a one de-

gree interval is called the differential spectrum.

Laboratory measurements to determine the cumulative and differential spec-

tra of snow samples were carried out as follows. .A sterile syringe and 26-gauge

hypodermic needle were first rinsed with a small quantity of the freshly melted

snow. The syringe and needle were then used to place 100 water drops of the

melted snow, each of volume lO^cm3, onto a clean sheet of polyethylene at a

temperature of about 10C. The cold stage for cooling the drops consisted of a

4 x 6 inch thermoelectric cooling unit attached to which was an aluminum plate

which had an array of small holes joined to a common line in its upper surface

’(Fig. 4). The polyethylene sheet could be held down tightly onto this aluminum

plate by connecting a vacuum pump to the common line and reducing the pressure.

The water drops were cooled at a constant rate of about 1.7C min As the drops

were cooled to sub-freezing temperatures an electronic flash lamp was actuated

and the number of drops which had frozen was recorded on video tape. This was done



Television camera and video tape system
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Fig. 4 " Drop Freezing" Apparatus
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by passing the illuminating light through a polarizer and reflecting it off

the drops through an analyzer and into the TV camera. The frozen drops then

appeared on the TV monitor as white spots against a dark background, whereas

the liquid water drops were hardly visible. Pictures were .taken for every de-

gree fall in temperature between 0 and -25C. The differential and cumulative

spectra were then derived in the manner described above.

To check the reproducibility of the "drop-freezing" technique, a quantity

of tap water was divided into twelve samples and each of these was analyzed sep-

arately. The results are shown in Fig. 5 where the mean and extremes of the

twelve cumulative spectra of freezing nuclei are plotted. At warmer temperatures

the extreme values differ by a factor of about 10 and at colder temperatures by

a factor of about 3.

It was hoped that the "drop-freezing" measurements might provide a method

for detecting the presence of silver ’iodide in snow samples. in those cases where

artificial seeding was carried out. However, this would be the case only if sil-

ver iodide acts as a freezing nucleus at temper’atures significantly in excess of

those of the nuclei present in the snow samples in the absence of artificial seed-

ing. In fact, recent work by Weickmann et al. (1970) indicates that silver iodide

.acts as a contact nucleus.

During the winter of 1969-70 a total of 134 snow samples were collected at

Snoqualmie Pass, Stampede Pass, Keechelus Dam and from the mobile laboratory. In

addition on two occasions, samples of ice were collected from the leading edges of

the aircraft after it had returned from flying in supercooled clouds over the Cas-

cade Mountains.
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The overall-results from the "drop-freezing" measurements showed an in-

crease in the concentration of freezing nuclei of about one order of magnitude

for every 5C decrease in temperature. At -15 C the average concentration was

075 freezing nuclei per gram and the median concentration was 474 freezing nuclei

per gram. Fig. 6 is a plot on log-normal paper of the frequency distribution of

the concentrations of freezing nuclei at -15 C based on all the measurements

which were made during the winter season. Since the results lie approximately

on a straight line the distribution is close to log-normal. The snow samples

collected from the mobile laboratory at points along Interstate 90 showed higher

concentrations of freezing nuclei than did those from the other sites (Fig. 7).

The concentrations of freezing nuclei in the samples collected from the mobile

laboratory had a median value of 770 nuclei per gram, whereas those from Sno-

qualmie Pass and Keechelus Dam had median values of 290 and 410 nuclei per gram

respectively. The higher concentrations of freezing nuclei in the snow samples

collected from the mobile laboratory is probably due to contamination from the

highway.

Cumulative spectra of the freezing nuclei in the ice collected on the air-

craft on November 23 and December 3, 1969 are shown in Fig. 8. The concentrations

of freezing nuclei in’^’the ice on the aircraft on November 23 were lower than those

in the snowfall collected at ground level at- Snoqualmie Pass. However, on December

3 (when artificial seeding from the aircraft was carried but for about one hour)

the concentrations of freezing nuclei in the ice on the aircraft was similar to

that in the snow collected at Snoqualmie Pass

4. 3 Analysis of Silver Content in Snow

Samples of snowfall, collected in the Cascade Mountains in the manner des-
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scribed in 4. 2 were sent ,to the Bureau of Reclamation, Denver, for analysis

by atomic absorption spectrophotometer to determine the concentrations of silver

in the snow. When the sample of snow weighed less than 100 grams one gram of

snow was evaporated and the residue excited in the flame of the spectrophoto-

meter (i. e. "flash" technique). In this case the minimum concentration of silver

which could be detected was 1 x 10~10 gram per ml of water. For larger samples

of snow (greater than 100 grams) a chemical concentration technique was employed.

In this case the lower limit of detectability was 1 x 10~12 gram per ml of water.

In some case, after first "flashing" various samples they were confined to pro-

duce a sample large enough for chemical concentration.

The results of the analysis are shown in Table 2. In no case was the con-

centration of silver in the snowfall greater than 1 x lO"10 gram per ml of water.

Since these results include some cases when seeding with silver iodide was car-

ried out for short periods of time from the aircraft positioned upwind from the

ground stations it appears that the seeding rates were not great enough to raise

the concentration of silver in the snowfall at ground level above the normal back-

ground concentration.

Also shown in Table 2 are the measured concentrations of silver in three

samples of ice collected from the leading edges of .the aircraft after it had flown

through clouds over the Cascade Mountains. The concentrations of silver in the ice

were similar. to those in the snowfall at ground level.

’4.4 Photography and Replication of Snow Crystal^

Automatic snow cameras made at the University .of Washington for obtaining

semi-continuous photographs of snow crystals were located at the base and at the

summit of Alpental ski area and at Keechelus Dam. This device consists of a
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Date

Dec. 3 1969

Dec. 3 1969

Dec. 3 1969

TABLE 2

SILVER CONTENT OF SHOW SAMPL

Location Time

Denny Creek 0930

" 1030

Denny Creek 1353

1415

1445

" 1500

1515

" 1545

1600

1615

1630

1645

" 1700

1715

inoqualmie Pass 1345

" 1600

1615

" 1630

1645

Ceechelus Dam 1430

.1530

1630

,ES

(PST) Silver Content
(Gram of silver per ml of ->:-

1000 7 x 10~11
1100 7 x 10~11
1415 < 1 x lO"10
1430 "

1500 "

1515 "

1530 "

1600 "

1615 "

1630 "

1645- "

1700 "

1715 "

1730 "

1600 < 1 x 10""10
1615 "

1630 1 x 10"10
1645) com-

) bin- 9 x 10
1700) ation

1530 < 1 x 10"10
1630

1700 < 1 x 10’10
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TABLE 2. (continued)

Date Location Time (PST) Silver Content
(Gram of silver per ml of wat;

Dec. 11 1969

Dec. 11 1969

Snoqualmie Pass

Keechelus Dam

1400 1500

1500 1530

1530 1545

1545 1600

1600 1615

1615 1630

1630 1645)
)

1645 1700)
) com-

1700 1715) bin-
)

< 1 x 10

< 1 x 10

3 x 10

1 x 10

9 x 10

-10

-12

atlon

< 1 x 10

1715 1730)

1300 1400

1400 1500

1500 1600

-10

1600 1615)
) coiri-

1615 1630) bin- 6 x 10"
) ation

1630 1645)

II

Dec. 11 1969 Denny Creek

1645 1700 < 1 x 10

1200 1300 < 1 x 10

1300 1520

1520 1600 "

-10

1600 1615)
)

1615 -1630) Com- 3 x 10
bin-

1645 1700) ation
)

1700 1715)
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TABLE 2 (continued)

Date

Dec. 11 1969

Nov. 23 1969

Dec. 3 1969

Dec. 5 1969

Location

Denny Creek

Aircraft icing
over Cascades

Time (PST)

1715 1730

1150 1350

1400 1645

1500 1630

Silver Content
(Gram of silver per wl of wa-

-10
< 1 x 10

< 1 x 10
-10

2 x 10
-11

5 x 10
-11
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rotating wooden disc, about 15 cm in diameter, onto which snow crystals fall

after passing through a small opening in a protective case. As the disc rotates

the snow sample is brought into a position where it is. automatically photographed

by a 16 mm time-lapse movie camera. The snow crystals are then swept off the

disc by a set of brushes and the cycle is repeated.
\

Formvar slide replicas were taken routinely at Snoqualmie Pass Keechelus

Dam, and Hie mobile ’laboratory. Due to the fact that air temperatures are often

o
close to 0 C and relative humidities near to lOO^ at ground level in the Cas-

cades, "blushing" of the slides was common. It was found that this problem could

be overcome by cooling the slides to just below 0 C in a small cold box while at

the same time passing a 0 C stream of dry air from a cylinder over the slide. Us-

ing this technique good replicas were obtained even when the air temperature was

above 0C.

4. 5 Snow Rate Sensor

Snow rate sensors (manufactured by EGSG Inc. ) were located at Stampede Pass

Alpental (base and summit) Keechelus Dam, Kachess Dam, and the mobile laboratory.

This instrument is designed to record continuously the rate of solid precipita-

tion. It consists of a light source which is aimed at a photoresistor from which

it is separated by distance of 1 meter. When a snow particle passes through the

light beam, it interrupts the light signal received by the photoresistor. This

event is transformed into an electronic square wave of fi>:ed amplitude but with

a length which is dependent on the residence time of the particle in the light

beam. A series of particles will cause a series of such square waves which are
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integrated electronically and recorded on a strip chart. Fig. 9 shows an ex-

ample of such a record. Although the residence time of the snow particle in

the light beam determines the output from the photoresistor, observations in

the field have shown that the output is generally unaffected by wind speed or

direction. All the electronics and the light source for this instrument are

powered by a 6-volt storage battery. The strip chart can be powered either from

the same battery or by 110V AC power supply. The instrument can generally oper-

ate unattended for about a week, however, in blowing snow the instrument may

become inoperative if snow collects around the photoresistor.

The electrical output from the snow rate sensor may be converted into snow-

fall rate .by calibrating the instrument. This is done by weighing the snow which

falls during a certain time interval (5 to 15 minutes) and comparing this with

the integrated chart value. For dry snow it has been found that full-scale de-

flection on the chart corresponds to a snowfall rate of 0. 3 inches per hour. The

snow rate sensor is particularly valuable in that it provides a nearly instantan-

eous measure of the rate of snowfall. However, it is inaccurate when used to es-

timate total snowfall over periods greater than a few hours.

4.6 Mean Mass of Snow Particles and -Rate of Snowfall

If a pulse counter is placed before the integrating circuit in the snow rate

sensor it can be used to count individual snow particles greater than about 0. 5

mm in size. During the 1968-69 Cascade Program it was found that the concentra-

tion of snow particles (i.e. the number flux) measured in this way was in good agree-

ment with the number of snow particles reaching the ground per cm2 per sec as



5 min

Fig. 9 Example of strip chart recording of snow rate sensor data recorded on December 3, 1969
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determined from the automatic snow camera (Burrows, 1970). By dividing the

number flux of particles into the mean snowfall rate (i.e. the mass flux) as

measured by a weighing bucket gauge, the mean mass of the snow particles may be

found.

Fig. 10 shows the mean mass of the snow particles plotted against the snow-

fall rate. It can be seen that as the mean mass of the particles increases so

does the rate of snowfall. The data obtained in the Cascades during storms in

December, 1969, showed a greater increase in the mean mass with snowfall rate

than did the data collected in the Cascades during the 1968-69 winter season.

This difference could be due to the generally higher temperatures which were en-

countered in December, 1969 than in the 1960-69 season..

4. 7 Ratio of Concentration of Freezing Nuclei in Snow to Concentration of
Snow Crystals

One of the outstanding problems in cloud physics and weather modification

is to determine the exact role which ice nuclei play in forming ice particles in

natural clouds. There is mounting evidence that under certain conditions the

concentrations of ice particles in clouds can far exceed the measured concentra-

tions of ice nuclei. In measurements made in orographic clouds over the Olympic

Mountains, Hobbs (1969) found that the ratio of concentrations of ice particles

to ice nuclei was about 10 for clouds with tops at a temperature of about -7 C

but this ratio was close to unity when the cloud top temperature was -25 C. Sim-

ilar results were obtained by Burrows and Robertson (1969) in measurements made

in the Cascade Mountains and by Auer et al. (1969) for measurements made in cap

clouds in. Wyoming.
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During the 1969-70 Cascade Program further measurements of the type made

by Burrows and Robertson were obtained. The number of freezing nuclei in a

unit mass of snow was determined in the manner described in 4. 2 and the num-

ber of snow particles in a unit mass was determined from the automatic snow cry-

stal camera. The ratio of the number of ice particles to freezing nuclei is then

obtained by dividing the number of snow particles in a unit mass by the number of

freezing nuclei per unit mass of snow. The results are shown in Fig. 11 where they

can be compared with the earlier measurements made by Hobbs and with the measure-

ments made in the Cascade Mountains during winter 1968-69 by Burrows and Robert-

son. It can be seen that in all cases the ratio of ice particles to ice nuclei

is in excess of unity but decreases with decreasing cloud top temperature.

As emphasized above, in the measurements made in the Cascade Mountains only

.the concentrations of freezing nuclei in the snow were determined. It is of

course, possible (and indeed likely) that the nucleation of ice.by deposition and

by contact nucleation also play a role in natural clouds However, in the mea-

surements made by Hobbs in the Olympic Mountains the concentrations of ice nuclei

in the air were measured with the NCAR acoustical ice nucleus counter which should

detect freezing, deposition, and contact nuclei. Nevertheless as can be seen in

Fig. 11, both methods of measurements produced similar results.

The reason for the high concentration of ice particles to ice nuclei observed

in certain clouds is not known with certainty. However, it is likely that various

mechanisms exist whereby the number of ice particles in a cloud may increase with-

out the action of ice nuclei. It might be noted here that if the concentration of

snow particles exceeds the.concentration of ice nuclei by a factor of about one

thousand when seeding with silver iodide pyrotechnics then the observed absence of

appreciable quantities of silver in snowfall samples collected in seeded storms

( 54. 3) is understandable.
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4. 8 Radars and Radiosondes

A M-33 (3 cm) radar was located at Keechelus Dam (Fig. 1). The radar was

calibrated so that the power returned as a function of distance / elevations

angle, and azimuth angle could be determined. Automatic gain control data was

obtained as the clouds were scanned with the radar. From this data isolines of

.the normalized power return could be plotted in the form of range height sec-

tions and height time sections. This allowed studies to be made of the varia-

tions in precipitation and also of cores of convective activity. However, these

could not be followed in detail due to the long time (15 minutes ) required for

one RHI sweep.

A radiosonde launching and tracking site was located at Olympia (Fig. 1.)

in order to obtain wind, temperature, and humidity measurements upwind of the

Cascades during storms. Initially a T9 (3 cm) radar was used to track the ra-

diosondes but it was found to be incapable of tracking in heavy precipitation.

Later in the program it was ’replaced by a manual radiosonde tracking unit.
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SECTION 5

SNOW PARTICLE TRAJECTORIES AND ARTIFICIAL SEEDING

When carrying out artificial, seeding from aircraft over the Cascade Moun-

tains in winter storms in which there are strong winds it is necessary to know

the distance upwind and the altitude at which seeding should be carried out in

order to cause modifications in the snowfall in a given area on the ground. A

detailed theoretical study is being made by this group to determine the charac-

teristics of the airflow over the Cascade Mountains and the manner in which pre-

cipitation particles grow and fallout. A preliminary account of the airflow

model has been given by Eraser (1970). Since this detailed model was not avail-

able during the 1969-70 winter program, a much simpler model was used to construct

a.series of nomograms which were used to estimate the position at which seeding

should be carried out under a given set of conditions. The construction of these

nomograms is described in 5. 1. In 5. 2 a description is given of the techniques

that were used for seeding from the aircraft.

5.1 Growth Equations for Ice Particles and Construction of Noinograms

Ice particles in a mixed cloud can increase in mass by three mechanisms

deposition from the vapor phase, collecting supercooled droplets (i.e. riming)

and aggregating with other ice particles. Since very little quantitative infor-

mation is available on the aggregation of ice particles it will not be considered

here. However, it should be noted that when the concentration of ice particles in

a cloud becomes very high (e.g. by artificial overseeding) the aggregation of ice

particles might become important.

The rate of increase in the mass m of an ice particle due to deposition from

the vapor phase is given by (Houghton 1950)
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d m
4H C G S p (1)

d t

where, C is the electrical capacity of the particle, S the supersaturation

of the environment with respect to ice, p the density of ice, and G is a

factor defined by

G ^ PV [l ^ ^v f1
P R T^

v

where, D is the diffusivity of water vapor in air, p the saturation vapor

density over a plane surface of water, p the density of liquid water, L the

latent heat of deposition, R the gas constant for water vapor, T the tempera-

ture, and K the thermal conductivity of air.

The rate of increase in the mass m of an ice particle by riming is given by

^ A E w (V V,)

(2)

(3)

where A is the area of a cross-section of the particle normal to the direction

of fall, E the collection efficiency of the particle for cloud droplets w the

liquid water content of the cloud (in grams per cc of air) V the fall-speed of

the particle, and V the fall-speed of the cloud droplets.

The growth of an ice particle by deposition from the vapor phase and by

riming is from eqns. (1) and (3)

d v- 411 C G S p + A E w (V V ) (4’)

By substituting approximate values into the right-hand side of cqn. (4) Jiusto

(1967) has demonstrated that when an ice particle is small (and therefore E is

small) growth by deposition dominates over-growth by riming. At a temperature

of -15 C, an ice crystal in the form of a plane dendrite will reach a radius of
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100 microns in about 100 sec and 1000 microns in about 1000 sec by deposition

alone in an environment saturated with respect to liquid water. However, by the

time an ice particle reaches a radius of about 100 microns the rate of increase in

its mass by riming is comparable to that by deposition, and for ice particles in

the size range 100 to 1000 microns growth by riming dominates. Therefore in the

following calculations we assume that an ice crystal is initially in the form of a

plane dendrite 10 mici^ons in radius and that it .grows by diffusion alone to a radius

of 100 microns. Thereafter, the particle is assumed to be a spherical graupel par-

ticle and to grow only by riming.

Nakaya and Terada (1934 ) found that the mass m (gm) of a plane dendrite is

related to its radius r (cm) by

m 15. 2 x 10~4 r2 (5)

Therefore,

-4
dm 30. 4 x 10 r dr (6)

Also, assuming that a plane dendrite can be represented by a flat disc,

C 2r^
n

From eqns. (1) (6) and (7)

dr- 2. 66 x 103 GS p
dt

and,

t! ^1
dt 1________ [ d r

o 2. 66 x 103 GS p J r
o

(7)

(8)

(9)
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that is

t] 1________’(r^ r^) (10)

2. 66 x 103 GS p

where, t, .is the time taken for the crystal to grow from ap initial radius r

-3 -9
(taken as 10 cm) to a radius ri (10 cm). The fall velocity of a plane den-

drite is independent of its size and is equal to about 30 cm sec (Nakaya and

Terada, 1934) Therefore in time t, the crystal will have fallen through a

vertical distance HI (cm) given by

HI 30 ti (11)

For a spherical graupel particle of radius r, eqn. (3) becomes

dm n r2 Ew (V V^) (12)

dt

Nakaya and Terada (loc. cit. ) have shown that the mass m (gin) of a graupel

particle is related to its radius r (cm) by

m 0. 52 r3 (13)

Therefore,

dm 2 dr
1. 56 r

dt dt (14)

From eqns. (12) and (14)

dr n Ew
(V V ) (15)

dt 1. 56

In the numerical calculations the collection efficiency E will be taken as

unity.
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1 ,
1 Langleben (1954) found that the fall velocity V of an ice particle can

be related to its melted diameter d (cm) by the equation

| V k d- 31
(16

For graupel particles d -/ \- r and k 221, therefore eqn. (16) becomes

V 221 r0-31 (17)

From eqns (15) and (17)

B dr n EW
(221 r0- 31- ^) (18)

Q

dt 1. 56

or,

1 .^ Y (221 r0- 31 V? (19)

dt .:
where

1 Y n Ew

1. 56

From eqn. (19)

I dr
dt

^31 6 vd } wV- 221 r0-31 ) ( )

Now, for cloud droplets 10 microns in radius V 1. 3 cm sec" and, if

3
r > 10 cm, V^/^3^ 0. 31 1. Therefore, eqn. (20) becomes

dt ---4-31 (1 + ^O Sl ) " (21)
221Y r0- 01 \ 221 r0- 31 /

Integrating eqn. (21)

1
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r-

dt

o 221Y ^ r r
0. 31

/ V \dr(^ --o^)
221 r

therefore

0. 69 0. 69 f 0. 38 0. 38
r r V r -r
2 ’1 -d V’ 2 r!

221Y 0.69 221 x 0. 38

where t is the time taken for the ice particles to grow from radius r
J-

-2(10 cm) to radius r by riming.

The vertical distance dH (cm) through which the particle falls during

time dt is given by

dH V dt

or,

dH 221 r^ dt

From eqns. (21) and (25)

dH 221 r- 31

------^ 1
221Y ro31. ^ 221ro31 /221Y r0-31 V

’dj

dH =__ /, ^Y r^i r0--T^T d r
r /

Integrating eqn. (27)

dH 1 f ^"v" \
v

1 +
221 r

ar

2 "T" \ / -69 0. 69
fr -i’’ + V r r

2 I’ d \ 2 1 ^221x0. 69
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where H is the vertical distance through which the graupel particles fall in

-2
growing from radius r (10 cm) to r by riming.

Eqns. (10) and (11) can be used to find t and H and t and H can be

found for various values of r from eqns. (23) and (29). The total vertical

distance H (= H + H ) through which the ice particle falls in time t (= t + t )

is then determined. In practice, it is required to know the distance upwind

from a target area at which artificial seeding should be carried out from a

given altitude in order that ice particles initiated by the seeding should reach

the ground in the target area. In this case, H is equated to the difference in

height between the level at which seeding is to be carried out and the altitude

of the target area, and the time .1 for the ice particles to fall through this

height is determined in the manner described above. The horizontal distance up-

wind from the target area at which the seeding should be carried out is then

given by t u, where u is the mean wind speed between the target area and the

level of seeding.

Figs. 12 22 are a series of nomograms showing the distances upwind from

the target area at which seeding should be carried out at various altitudes and

under various environmental conditions. The growth rate during diffusion is de-

pendent on temperature. However, since the distance which the ice particles travel

during growth by riming, the final result is relatively insensitive to temperature.

The results shown in Figs. 13 22 are applicable for air temperatures in the range

-10 to -25 C. For temperatures between -5 and -30 C the lines in the body of these

figures need to be displaced to the right by 0. 18 nautical miles and for temper-

atures of -35 C and -40 C the lines are displaced to the right by 0. 54 and 0. 8

nautical miles respectively.
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The effect of riming under various conditions on changing the trajectory

of an ice particle can be deduced from the nomograms. For example an ice par-

ticle which starts out at a height of 9,842 ft. and grows by diffusion and riming

-3
as it falls through a cloud with liquid water content 0. 1 g m will reach a

height of 3201 ft. after traveling a horizontal distance of about 35. 5 nautical

miles in a mean wind of 38. 8 knots (Fig. 13). However, the corresponding dis-

tance of horizontal travel in the case of growth in a cloud of liquid water con-

-3
tent 0. 5 g m is only 27. 3 nautical miles.

5. 2 Seeding Operation ’._

In the 1969-70 Winter Cascade Program seeding with artificial ice nuclei was

carried out from the aircraft using pyrotechnic devices The pyrotechnics were

of two types end-burning flares and ejection flares. The end-burning flares

each of which had an output of 10 grams of silver iodide during a time period of

30 to 40 sec, were ignited while still attached to the aircraft. The ejection

flares were dropped from the aircraft and fell 2,000 feet before ignition; 10

grams of silver iodide was then released in the next 1,000 feet of fall. The

numbers of effective_.nuclei per gram of silver iodide for the end-burning and

ejection flares are shown in Fig. 23. These results are based on calibrations

carried out at Colorado State University.

The pyrotechnics were supported in racks attached to the underside of the in-

strument pods on the wings of the aircraft (Fig. 2). The racks could hold a max-

imum of fifty end-burning and fifty ejection flares. The flares could be individ-

ually electrically ignited by the flight scientist in the aircraft.

The decision as to whether or not carry out artificial seeding was made on

the basis -of the measurements and observations from the aircraft and also those
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Fig. 23 Number of ef fec tive nuclei per gram of silver

iodide as a function of temperature for end-
burning and ejection flares
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on the ground. If conditions were suitable for seeding, the aircraft and radio-

sonde measurements were used in conjunction with the nomograms to determine the

location at which the seeding agent should be released in order to affect precip-

itation in the Snoqualmie Pass area. If it was feasible to fly in the clouds

at this location the end-burning flares were used if, on the other hand it was

preferable to fly 2,000 or 3,000 feet above this point the ejection flares were

used.

During seeding the aircraft maneuvered in a circle of a few miles radius and

10 gram pyrotechnic units were released once every minute for a period of about

one hour. This operation should have produced a continuous "curtain" of silver

iodide particles which would be carried downwind to nucleate a large volume of

cloud. The number of artificial ice nuclei produced per.unit volume of air by

this type of seeding will depend of course, on the temperature wind speed, and

diffusion characteristic of the silver iodide plume. Negleating diffusion and

for a wind speed of 30 mph and a temperature of -15 C, the number of ice nuclei

’downwind from the region of seeding should have been of the order 500 per liter.
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SECTION 6

CASE STUDIES OF TWO SEEDED STORMS

In this section we describe the results of airborne and ground observations

made during two storms which passed over the Cascade Mountains on December 3 .and

11 1969. Both of these storms were seeded with artificial ice nuclei for short-

periods of time.

6. 1 December 3, 1969 Storm

6.1.1 Synoptic Situation

On December 3, 1969 a weak surface warm occluded front passed over Western

Washington between 1200 and 1900 Pacific Standard Time (PST). The surface synop-

tic map for 1600 PST (Fig. 24) shows conditions which were typical of the period

during which aircraft and ground observations were being made in the Cascade

Mountains Behind the front the winds were light and from the south to south-

west, there was light rain and rain showers temperatures from 37 to 49 F, and

some clearing. Ahead of the front the winds were more easterly and over the

Cascades there was light snow with temperatures around 20 F. On. the eastern

slopes of the Cascades the winds were light easterly there was light snow ’and

temperatures were in the upper twenties.

It should be noted that the surface front was very weak. Fig. 25 shows the

more important vertical structure based on the soundings taken at Olympia. At

1100 PST and below 800 mb there was warm advection into the region but above 800^
mb cold air was being advected. The cold advection was caused by an upper level

cold front which passed over the Cascade Mountains between 1200 and 1300 PST. The

500 mb map for 1600 PST (Fig. 26) shows that this front was over Eastern Washington,
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The differential temperature advection with height caused the air mass to be-

come increasingly unstable towards late afternoon and evening on December 3.

This instability,, together with the winds below 5,’000 feet becoming more westerly

resulted in increasing precipitation in the Cascade Mountains where it started

to snow at about 1400 PST and the precipitation reached a peak after midnight.

6. 1. 2 Aircraft Observations

The aircraft took off from Sandpoint Naval Base, Seattle at 1350 PST at

which time it was overcast and raining. Most of the instruments on board were

operational, however, the computed values of true air speed and true air temper-

ature were not available. A sketch of the flight route is shown in Fig. 27.

The first leg of the flight was east from Seattle, over the Cascades in the

vicinity of Snoqualmie Pass and on to a point 12 nautical miles northeast of Cle

Elum. The aircraft passed through cloud base on the eastern shore of Lake Wash-

ington at 400 ft. This layer of stratocumulus extended up to about 12 ,000 ft.

Above this there was’a thin layer of altocumulus at about 13 ,000 ft. Ice nucleus

concentrations throughout this section of the flight were less than 1 per liter

of air at -21C.

Estimates based on the number of particles collected on the continuous par-

ticle sample at a point 7 miles east of Maple Valley,’and at an altitude of 7 ,100

ft. showed there to be 3040 230 and 9. 2 water droplets per liter w.ith diameters

in the ranges 15 75, 75 125, and greater than 125 microns respectively and

369 323, and 45 single ice particles per liter with maximum dimensions in the

size ranges 15 75 75 125 and greater than 125 microns respectively. The

concentration of ice crystal aggregates was about 0. 81 per liter. The single ice
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particles included solid and hollow columns and some bullets. The ice crystal

aggregates were lightly to moderately rimed. At a point 25 miles east of Maple

Valley (1405 PST) and at an altitude of 11,200 ft. there were 3163 168, and 0

water droplets with diameters in the ranges 15 75 75 125, and greater than

125 microns respectively and 494, 198 and 0 single ice particles per liter with

maximum dimensions in the size ranges 15 75 75 125 and greater than 125 microns

respectively. The concentration of ice crystal aggregates was 0. 175 per liter.

The single ice particles included hexagonal plates and columns. The ice particles

were lightly rimed.

On the east side of the Cascade Divide the clouds were more scattered. A run

made with the continuous particle sampler at 1411 PST between Kachess and Cle Elum

Lakes at an altitude of 11,500 ft. and a true air temperature of -7 C, showed

851, 170 and 104 water droplets per liter in the size ranges 15 75 75 125 and

greater than 125 microns respectively and 766, 306 and 93.6 single ice particles

per liter with maximum dimensions in the size ranges 15 75 75 125 and greater

than 125 microns respectively. There were no aggregates of ice. The ice particles

included solid columns and hexagonal plates. Riming was light to moderate. It can

be seen from these results that the concentrations of cloud droplets was much less

on the eastern than on the western side of the Cascades.

A summary of some of the other measurements obtained during the first leg of

the flight is contained in Fig. 28. It is interesting to note that the air turbu-

lence was greater on the western side of the Cascade Divide than it was on the east-

ern side.
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After reaching a point 12 nautical miles northeast of Cle Elum, the aircraft

returned to the west side of the Cascades. Operation of the continuous particle

sampler on the west side of the Cascades at 1436 PST (Fig. 27) in the stratocumulus

cloud showed that all of the cloud droplets were less than 75 microns in diameter

and the concentration in the size range 15 75 microns was 1033 per liter. There

were 2068, 398 and 533 single ice particles per liter with maximum dimensions in

the size ranges 15 75 75 025, and greater than 125 microns respectively. The

concentration of ice aggregates was 2.62 per liter. The ice particles included

large hexagonal plates solid and hollow columns and frozen droplets. The larger

particles were lightly rimed. The altitude at which these measurements were taken

was 8,400 ft.

Based on the aircraft and ground observations, and the radiosonde soundings at

Olympia, it was decided that conditions were suitable to test whether seeding the

stratocumulus clouds with silver iodide from the aircraft on the west side of the

Cascades would affect snowfall on the ground in the Snoqualmie Pass area. At 9,000

ft. the wind was 30 mph from south by southwest and the air temperature approximately

-10C. The nomograms showed that in order for ice crystals produced by seeding at

this level to reach the ground in the Snoqualmie Pass area, the seeding would have

to be carried out a distance of 18 nautical miles upwind. The aircraft therefore

circled in this location (Fig. 27 ) and seeding was carried out as described below.

The first period of seeding started at 1507 PST and finished at 1524 PST. The

aircraft moved in a circle of radius about 2 1/2 miles at 9,000 ft. in cloud. Fifteen

end-burning pyrotechnics each containing 10 gm of silver iodide were ignited at

one minute intervals. During this period of seeding the count on the ice nucleus

counter in the aircraft increased sharply to in excess of 1,000 per liter at -21 C
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(Prior to seeding the ice nucleus count was less than 1 per liter at -21 C. )

The continuous particle sampler operated at 1514 PST showed 10 ,750 0. 267 and

0 water droplets per liter in the size ranges 15 75 75 1.25 and greater

than 125 microns respectively. The concentrations of single ice crystals were

0. 534, 0. 267 and 3. 20 per liter in the size ranges 15 75 75 125 and

greater than 125 microns respectively, and the concentration of ice aggregates

was 0. 267 per liter.

The second period of seeding extended .from 1537 to 1552 PST. This was car-

ried out using the ejection pyrotechnic flares which were dropped from ’an alti-

tude of 10 ,500 ft. so that the silver iodide was dispersed in the stratocumulus

cloud between 8,500 and 7,500 ft.’ A total of fifteen ejection pyrotechnic flares

were released spaced at time intervals of one minute.

Following completion of seeding:, the aircraft headed downwind to a point just

past Keechelus Dam and then back upwind to a point northwest of tlie area where

seeding had been carried out (Fig. 27). Due to FAA restrictions the aircraft could

not descend below 10,000 ft. during this leg, however, at this altitude it was

flying in the main stratocumulus cloud layer. As described below, there is good

evidence from the liquid water content readings that the aircraft intercepted

regions of cloud affected by the first period of artificial seeding. Unfortun-

ately, the continuous particle sampler was inoperative during this period so addi-

tional evidence from this source was not available.

The liquid water content readings measured on the aircraft, between 1555 and

1612 PST are shown in Fig. 29. The aircraft left the area where seeding was car-

ried out at 1555 PST and started to descend to 10 ,000 ft. as it headed downwind.
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Between 1555 and 1557. 5 PST the liquid water content was essentially zero (Sec-

tion AB on Fig. 29) At 1557. 5 PST the aircraft penetrated the top of the strato-

cumulus cloud and the liquid water meter showed appreciable readings until about

1558. 5 PST (BC on Fig. 29) However, from 1558. 5 to about 1602 PST (Section CD

on Fig. 29) .when the aircraft was flying at a constant altitude of 10,000 ft. in

cloud, the liquid water content was again very low. It is postulated that during

this period of time the aircraft was flying in the region of cloud glaciated by

the first period of seeding. If this is the case, the trailing edge of the glaci-

ated cloud at 1558. 5 PST should have been at a distance 13.1 miles (218 mph x 0. 06

hr. ) sownwind from the position of the aircraft at 1555 PST. Similarly the lead-

ing edge of the glaciated cloud at 1602 PST should have been at a distance 25. 4

miles (218 mph x 0.12 hr. ) from the aircraft position at 1555 PST. Now seeding

was started at 1507 PST, therefore in a 30 mph wind, the leading edge of the

seeded portion of the cloud should have traveled a distance 27.6 miles (30 mph

x 0.92 hr. ) by 1602 PST. This is in reasonable agreement with the distance of

25.4 miles at which the aircraft left the region of low liquid water content. The

first period of seeding finished at 1524 PST at a distance of 4. 5 miles southwest

of the position of the aircraft at 1555 PST. Therefore, at 1558. 5 PST the trail-

ing edge of the seeded portion of the cloud should have been at a distance 12.9

miles (30 mph x 0. 58 hr 4. 5 miles) from the 1555 PST position of the aircraft.

This is in excellent agreement with the observed distance of 12. 7 miles at which

the liquid water content first decreased. These calculations therefore confirm

the postulate that the low liquid water content observed at 10 ,000 ft. between

1558. 5 and 1602 PST. was the result of the artificial seeding. Since the seeding
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material was released at 9 ,000 ft. there must have been sufficient mixing in

the cloud to carry the silver iodide particles upwards to at least 10,000 ft.

As the aircraft continued to head northeast the liquid water content rose

sharply after about 1602 PST. The aircraft turned through 180 at about 1604

PST, when it was. near Keechelus Dam, and headed upwind. The liquid water content

remained comparatively high until 1608 PST and then fell close to zero where it

remained until about 1611 PST (Section EF on Fig. 29). It is postulated that

from 1608 to 1611 PST the aircraft again flew through the region of cloud glaci-

ated by the artificial seeding. Based on this hypothesis the observed point at

which the leading edge of the glaciated cloud was intercepted as the aircraft

traveled upwind was within 1. 5 miles of the calculated position. Moreover, the

length of the glaciated region of cloud encountered by the aircraft as it headed

upwind was 9.4 miles compared with the measured length of 11. 0 miles when the

aircraft was traveling downwind.

6. 1. 3 Ground Observations

Precipitation started at most of the ground stations in the Cascade Mountains

at about 1400 PST on December 3 1969. The precipitation and snow rates are shown

in Fig. 30. Due to the easterly flow at the surface low clouds were present east of

the Cascade Divide throughout the morning, and precipitation started at Keechelus

Dam about one hour before it did at most of the stations on the west side. The

precipitation also ceased on the east side before it did on the west. During the

period 1300 to 1730 PST the temperature at Snoqualmie Pass (3,000 ft. ) was -7C,
whereas at the top of Alpental (5 ,400 ft. ) it was 1C but decreased to -2C when

precipitation started at about 1400 PST. Between 1700 and 1900 PST the temperature

at the top of Alpental was -4C.
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The types of snow particles and the snow rates observed at Denny Creek are

shown in Fig. 31. It can be seen from these results that high snow rates were

generally associated with predominantly stellar and dendritic crystals and low

snow rates with needles Moreover, the heaviest riming was observed on the stella.r-s

and dendrites. The snow particles observed at Alpental between 1400 and 1700 PST

were primarily of two types lightly to moderately rimed needles and columns and

moderately to heavily rimed stellars and plates.

The aircraft observations 6.1. 2 anl^ calculations based on the nomograms sho-/<-

that the precipitation particles affected by the first period of artificial seed-

ing should have fallen in the vicinity of Denny Creek between 1602 and 1619 PST.

It can be seen from Fig. 31 that the snow rate at Denny Creek started to increase

sharply at about 1605 PST and reached- a peak value at 1630 PST. Since it can be

argued that this increase in snow rate may have been due to natural variations

rather than to artificial seeding, we do not wish to draw any general conclusions

from these limited observations other than. to note that they are in agreement

with the result to be expected due to seeding with artificial ice nuclei.

The concentrations of freezing nuclei in snow samples collected at Keechelus

Dam, Denny Creek and Snoqualmie Pass are shown in Figs. 32 34. There are no

indications of any significant changes in the concentrations of freezing nuclei

which might be attributable to the artificial seeding, however, as previously noted,

silver iodide may be relatively inefficient as a freezing nucleus. The concentra-

tions of silver in snow collected at Denny Creek Snoqualmie Pass and Keechelus Dam

on December 3 did not show any significant changes during the day (Table 2)
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6.1.4 Radar Observations

A total of 52 automatic gain control profiles taken at range increments of

’500 yards out to a maximum distance of 20 ,000 yards were recorded with the M33

radar at Keechelus Dam on December 3. These scans were taken along a bearing of

210 from Keechelus Dam, that is in approximately the southwest direction.

Figs. 35 and 36 show a time sequence of the isoecho contours extending out

to a distance 7 miles from Keechelus Dam and up to altitudes of about 12 ,000 ft.

It should be note’d that the contours are labeled in terms of dbm, so that the

.higher the numerical value attached to a contour the smaller the reflectivity it

represents. The only approximately steady-state feature that can be seen on

these time sequences is the echo directly over the crest of the Cascades at a dis-

tance of about 2 miles from Keechelus Dam. The development of convective cells

can be seen, particularly during the period 1646 to 1700 PST. From the isoecho

contours the cloud top appears to be at about 11,000 ft. which agrees with the

aircraft observations.

Fig. 37 shows a height-time section of the isoecho contours which has been

constructed from the data obtained when the radar at Keechelus Dam was pointing

vertically upwards. An .increase in reflectivity can be seen during the period

1430 to 1530 PST which correlates with the increase in the rate of snowfall ob-

served at Keechelus Dam (Fig. 30) during the same period.

6. 2 December.11, 1969 Storm

6. 2.1 Synoptic Situation

At 1000 PST an occluded front was just off the Pacific Coast of Washington.

By 1600 PST the front had passed over Western Washington and was well into Eastern
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Washington (Fig. 38). The 700 and 500 mb maps a-t 0400 PST showed considerable

warm advection ahead of the- front. Behind the front- there was cold advection.

At 0400 PST tlie temperature at 700 mb over Quillayute (on the Pacific Coast)

was 7 C higher than that at 700 mb over Spokane (in Eastern Washington). How-

ever, by 1600 PST the temperature at 700 mb over Quillayute was 7C lower than

that over Spokane. The front was almost vertical from the surface up to 500 mb.

6.2. 2 Aircraft Observations

The aircraft first left Sandpoint Naval Station, Seattle at 0955 PST and

flew east over the Cascades. However, due to the severe icing conditions encoun-

tered, after reaching the crest of the Cascades the aircraft was forced to return

to Seattle where it landed at 1052 PST.

A second and successful attempt at flying into the storm was made later in

the same day. The aircraft left Sandpoint at 1312 PST; it was raining at the air-

port at this time. The flight was first south to Olympia where cloud base was

at 6,000 ft. and cloud top in excess of 19 ,000 ft. Operation of the continuous

particle sampler at 1345 PST at an altitude of 7700 ft. over Olympia, where the

air temperature was approximately -3. 5 C, showed 3680 455 and 45. 5 water drop-

lets per liter in the diameter ranges 15 75 75 125, and greater than 125

microns diameter respectively; 81. 8, 318 and 682 ice particles per liter with

maximum dimensions in the ranges 15 75 75 125, and greater than 125 microns

respectively and 3. 98 ice crystal aggregates per liter. The ice crystals in-

cluded solid columns and hexagonal plates.

At 1355 PST twelve miles south of Olympia, at an altitude of 11,900 ft. and

air temperature of -12. 5 C the aircraft was in thick cloud. Concentrations of
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Fig. 38 Surface synoptic observations at 1600 PST on December II, 1969
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water droplets were 124, 54 and 0 3".n the diameter ranges 15 ,75 75 125 and

greater than 125 microns; 2620 705 and 747 ice particles per liter with maxi-

mum dimensions in the ranges 15 75 75 125, and greater than 125 microns

respectively; and 5.64 ice crystal aggregates per liter. The ice nucleus counts

were less than 1 per liter of air at -21C.

The subsequent flight path is shown in Fig. 39. The aircraft headed north-

east from Olympia and climbed steadily from 12 ,000 ft. to a maximum altitude of

19,000 ft. Above 13,000 (about -16 C) ft. very few liquid water droplets were

detected but the concentration of ice particles tended to increase with height.

At 19,000. ft. the aircraft was still in cloud. Operation of the continuous part-

icle sampler at 1430 PST at an altitude of 18,400 ft. (-26. 5C) ’wo miles HNE

of Eatonville (about 25 miles west of Mt. Rainier), showed that there were no liquid

water droplets present but 8180 1255 and 953 ice particles per liter with maximum

dimensions in the size ranges 15 75 75 125 and greater than 125 microns re-

spectively and 12.2 ice crystal aggregates per liter. The ice crystal aggre-

gates were significantly larger than those encountered at lower elevations and

the ice particles comprising the aggregates were also large. The single crystals

included solid columns, hexagonal plates and bullets. It is likely that at this

location the orographic effect of Mt. Rainier was being encountered. Turbulence

was quite high.

After reaching 19,000 ft. and failing to break through the cloud the aircraft

started to descend but continued to head northeast. At 1440 PST and 16 miles south-

east of Enumclaw, altitude 16 ,700 ft. and temperature -22. 5 C, .there were no liquid

water droplets, but the concentrations of single ice particles were 2570 594 and



Fig. 39 Sketch of port of flight route on December II,. 1969
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223 per liter with maximum dimensions in the size ranges 15 75 75 125 and

greater than 125 microns respectively and there were 2. 18 ice crystal aggre-

gates per liter. These aircraft observations on the western side of the Cas-

cades showed that the clouds were wide spread and very deep.

At about 1450 PST the aircraft passed over the crest of the Cascade Mountains.

On the eastern slopes of the Cascades the clouds were fairly scattered. At 1455

PST at an altitude of 11,500 ft. (-12C) eleven miles north of Cle Elum, there

were 355 water droplets per liter in the size range 15 75 microns 46. 3 single ice

particles per liter in the size range 75 125 microns and 0. 09 ice crystal ag-

gregates per lifer. The aircraft subsequently headed west that is back across the

Cascades, and then south to a position northeast of Carbonado to carry out seeding

with silver iodide pyrotechnics.

During seeding the aircraft flew in a circle of radius about 5 miles in the

position, shown in Fig. 39 and at an altitude of 10 ,000 ft. Seeding started at

1511 PST and sixteen ejection flares each containing 10 grams of silver iodide

were released at one. minute intervals. The seeding finished at 1527 PST. Follow-

ing seeding the aircraft flew downwind, at an altitude of 9 ,000 ft. toward the

target area, and the continuous particle sampler was operated every five minutes.

However, there was no definite evidence from the measurements made from the- air-

craft that regions of cloud affected by the artificial seeding were intercepted.

This was probably due to the aircraft flying too high. It will be seen in the

following section that there was evidence of effects due to the seeding at the

ground stations.

6’ 2. 3 ground Observations

Precipitation started at most of the ground stations on the west side of the
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Cascades at about 0600 PST on December 11, 1969. Precipitation rates obtained

from the weighing buckets at a number of stations are shown in Fig.. 40. From

0600 to 1300 PST the precipitation rates showed wide variations both. in space

and time. The precipitation of 0. 325 inches recorded at Bandera between 0900

and 1000 PST was the highest rate recorded anywhere in the network for all of

the storms studied during the winter of 1969-70. At the top of Alpental 5400

ft. ) the temperature was -6 to -8 C and at the base of Alpental (3000 ft. ) it was

4 C warmer. Therefore the lapse rate in this layer was close to pseudo-adiabatic,

After 1300 PST there was marked warming at higher elevations and somewhat less

warming at lower elevations which produced more stable conditions. This was at-

tributed to the passage of the occluded front across the area between 1300 and

1400 PST.

Between 1000 and 1300 PST, graupel particles formed the dominant precipita-

tion at Alpental and Snoqualmie Pass although at Snoqualmie Pass light to heavily

rimed needles were also common. From 1300 to 1600 PST lightly to heavily rimed

crystals were dominant at both stations.

Between 1600 and 1730 PST some interesting variations in crystal types oc-

curred at Snoqualmie Pass. At 1600 PST the replicas at Snoqualmie Pass showed

that the snowfall consisted mainly of graupel particles and lightly to heavily

rimed needles. At 1615 PST, however, the snowfall consisted of lightly to moder-

ately rimed plates stellar fragments lightly to moderately rimed capped columns

and only a few moderately rimed needles. By 1630 PST lightly to heavily rimed

needles dominated, but lightly to moderately rimed columns unrimed to lightly

rimed plates and stellar fragments were also common. Slide replicas taken at 1645
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1700 and 1715 PST showed only moderately to heavily rimed clusters of needles

and columns and at 1730 PST the snowfall was similar to that observed at 1600

PST and earlier in the day.

The disappearance of graupel particles and the appearance of unrimed to mod-

erately rimed plates and stellar fragments at Snoqualmie Pass between about 1600

and 1630 PST might have been related to the artificial seeding carried out from

the aircraft ( 6. 2.2). During the afternoon of December 11 the average wind

speed in the area between 5 ,000 and 10,000 ft. was approximately 47 mph from 205

Silver iodide was released between 9 ,000 and 8,000 ft. and 31 miles southwest of

Snoqualmie Pass between 1511 and 1527 PST. Application of the Pasquill-Gifford

formula for the dispersion of a plume under the existing conditions shows that

the plume should have passed over Snoqualmie Pass. If we assume direct transport

by the wind with no diffusion along the direction of propagation the effects of

seeding should have been felt at Snoqualinie Pass between 1551 and 1607 PST. As we

have seen, graupel particles and lightly to heavily rimed needles were replaced by

lightly to moderately rimed plates and stellar fragments (a transition which is

to be expected when_seeding with concentrations of ice nuclei of the order of a

few hundred per liter) sometime between 1600 and 1615 PST at Snoqualmie PGSS-, the

lightly to heavily rimed needles returned sometime bet-ween 1615 and 1630 PST and

by 1730 PST the graupel particles were falling once again. It seems likely there-

fore that the observed changes in snow crystal -types at Snoqualmie Pass between

about 1600 and 1630 PST were due to the artificial seeding, and that the effects

of the seeding at ground level lasted for at least twice as long as did the actual

period of seeding from the aircraft.
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The measured concent-rations of freezing nuclei in precipitation at Denny

Creek Snoqualmie Pass and Keechelus Dam are shown in Figs. 41 43. The results

for Denny Creek are particularly interesting in that they show a sharp increase

in the concentrations of freezing nuclei active at -12.7 and -17 C between 1530

and 1600 PST, that is at about the time predicted for the effects of the arti-

ficial seeding to be felt at Denny Creek. At Snoqualmie Pass the fluctuations in

the concentrations of freezing nuclei were greater, and there is no significant ef-

fect which can be associated with the seeding. At Keechelus Dam there were signi-

ficant increases in the concentrations of freezing nuclei -active at -12. 7 and

-8. 5C ’in the precipitation between about 1600 and 1630 PST. This is again during

the time period that we expected the effects of seeding from the aircraft to be

felt at Keechelus Dam. However, the concentrations of silver in snow collected at

Snoqualmie Pass Keechelus Dam and Denny Creek on December 11 did not show any sig-

nificant changes during the day (Table 2).

Attention is drawn to the measured precipitation rates at Denny Creek, Alpen-

tal and Keechelus Dam (Fig. .40). The precipitation rate at Denny Creek was high

between 1500 and 1600 PST, and it was high at Alpental and Keechelus Dam between

1600 and .1700 PST. (It should be noted that the time resolution on these measure-

ments is only accurate to within about one-half hour. ) In the light of the previous

discussion it is possible that these increases in precipitation were a consequence

of the artificial seeding.
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SECTION 7

SOME -ADDITIONAL AIRCRAFT AND GROUND OBSERVATIONS IN WINTER STORMS

’7.! Observations on the Development of Precipitation at Alpental

The Alpental ski area on Denny Mountain is located about 1 mile to the north-

east of Snoqualmie summit (Fig. 1). During the 1969-70 winter program regular

observations were made at this location. It was observed on many occasions that

clouds formed between the base and the summit of Denny Mountain and these some-

times produced precipitable particles even though the clouds were no more than

1,000 ft. thick. In this section we describe the results of measurements and ob-

servations made in such a situation on February 17 1970.

The weather in Washington State on February 17, 1970 was post-frontal. The

700 mb map for 1600 PST showed a front over the midwest of the U.S.A. with a cold

short-wave trough over Washington (Fig. 44). The radiosonde sounding taken at

Olympia at 1318 PST (Fig. 45) shows the freezing level at 3000 ft. and the winds

from. 4000 to 10,000 ft. southwesterly to westerly at 30 knots. The surface syn-

optic map for 1300 PST (Fig. 46). shows the conditions which were typical of the

period during which measurements were being taken at Alpental (1030 to 1615 PST)

There were instability showers in Western Washington with temperatures in the for-

ties snow showers in the Cascades with temperatures near 0C, and southwesterly

winds.

Observers were located at three stations on Denny Mountain, namely, the base

of the mountain (3200 ft. ) at the top of the first ski lift (4400 ft. ) and at the

top of the second ski lift (5500 ft. ). At the base station slide replicas were



Fig. 44 700 mb synoptic mop for 1600 PST on February 17, 1970
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taken fvery 15 minutes the rate of snowfall was measured with a snow rate sensor,

and the general weather conditions were noted. At the top of the first ski lift

the rate of snowfall was measured, and at the top of the second ski lift slide

replicas were taken every 15 minutes and the weather conditions noted.

Although the winds over the Casca-e Mountains were southwesterly the winds

at the base of Alpental and at the top of the first ski. lift were SSE. Fig. 47

shows the reason for this. The Snoqualmie Pass highway (Interstate 90) follows

a valley through the mountains and SW winds (at least on the surface) are chan-

neled along this valley and approach Denny Mountain from the south.

A summary of the observations is contained in Fig. 48, and Table 3 lists the

crystal types observed throughout the day at the base station and at the top of

the second ski lift. The following conclusions can be drawn from these results

1. After 1330 PST the change in the rate of snowfall with time at the

base station and at the top of the first ski lift were very similar.

Prior to 1330 PST the correlation between these two snowfall rates

was not as good, but the rates were close to zero and the snowfall

was very showery..

2. There was relatively little clumping of the crystals at the top of

the second ski lift but at the base station clumping was appreciable

however, the graupel particles did not clump. The clumping observed

at the base station must be attributed mainly to the greater fall dis-

tance (2300 ft. since the air temperatures at the base station (32

to 29F) were similar to those at. the top of the second ski lift (32

to 28F).
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TABLE 3

SNOW CRYSTALS OBSERVED ON PENNY MOUNTAIN

February 17 1970-"-

Time

1030 PST

1045

1100

1115

1130

1145

1200

Base Station (3200 ft. )

Graupel (C) (0.4-1. 3 mm)

Dendritic fragments (MC,HR)

Graupel (C) (0. 6-1. 6 mm)

None

Aggregates of Dendrites

(C,HR) and needles (HR,C)

Graupel (C) (0.6-1. 7 mm)

Graupel (C) (0. 5-0. 8 mm)

Graupel .(C) (0. 5-1. 1 mm)

None

Time Upper Station (5500 ft. )

1030 PST None

1045 Needles (MC,UR-HR) (0. 7-1. 7 i-j-i)

Irregular Part. (C,UR-HR)

Plates (F,UR-HR) (0.4 mm)

1100 Irregular Particles (C ,HR)

Graupel (0. 4-0.6 mm)

1115 Needles (MC ,MR-HR) (0. 7-1. 5 r-jn)

Stellars (C ,LR-HR) (1. 5-1.6 i^-i)

Dendrites (C,LR-HR) (1.4-4.6 mm)

1130 Needles (MC) (0.6-1.2 iran)

Irreg. Particles (LC ,LR-HR)

Graupel (0. 6 mm)

1145 Irreg. Particles (C)

Graupel (C) (0.6-0. 8 mm)

1200 Irreg. Particles (C ,HR)

Graupel (C) (0. 3-0. 8 inrn)

C
MC
F
UR
LR
1-iR
UR

Crystal type common on slide

Crystal type moderately common on slide

Only few on slide
Unrimed
Lightly rimed
Moderately rimed
Heavily rimed
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TABLE 3 (continued)

Base Station (3200 ft. )

Graupel (C) (0. 5-1. 8 mm)

Graupel (C) (0. 5-1.6 mm)

Plate (1-5R) with simple

extensions (1. 5 mm)

Graupel (MC) (0. 4-1. 2 mm)

Irreg. Particles (C,HR)

Dendrite Fragments (C,HR)

Stellar (F,MR) (0. 4 mm)

Nothing on slide

Dendrite Fragments

Time

1215

1230

1245

1300

1315

Upper’ Station (5500 ft.

Graupel (C) (0. 7-1.4 mm)

Irreg. Particles (C ,HR)

Needles (MC,HR) (0.9-1. 2 mm)

Dendrites (F,HR)

Irreg. Particles (C,NR)

Dendrite Fragments (C,HR-HR)

Plates (F,LR) (0.4 mm)

Dendrite Fragments (F,LR)

Needles (C,HR) (1.4 mm)

Stellars (F,UR) (0.4 mm)

Irreg. Particles (C iHR) Graupel

Dendrite Fragments (MC ,HR)

Stellar (F,HR-HR) (0. 5-1.7 mm)

Needles (HC ,HR) (1. 1 mm)

Irreg. Particles (C ,HR)

Dendrite Fragments (MC ,HR)

Graupel (F) (1.0-1. 2 mm)

Stellar (F,LR) (0.4-1. 1 mm)

Plate (F,UR) (0. 4 mm)

Cup (F,LR) (0. 8 mm)

Needle Fragments (MC ,HR)

Graupel (F)

Irreg. Particles (C,HR)

Dendrite Fragments (F,HR-HR)
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I Time

1330

1
1345

1
1
1

1400

1
1
1

1415

1
1
1
1
1
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TABLE 3 (continued)

Base Station (3200 ft. )

Graupel (C) (0. 6-1. 5 mm)

Irreg. Particles (C,HR)

Aggregates of Dendritic

Fragments (C ,HR)

Aggregates of Dendrites

(C,HR) (2. 8- 6 mm)

Time Upper’Station (5500 ft. )

1330 Graupel (MC) (0.6-1. 2 rr-n)

Dendrite Fragments (F,UR)

Irreg. Particles (C, HR)

Dendrite Fragments (MC^R-HR)

Graupel (F) (0. 6 mm)

Irreg. Particles (C,HR)

Dendritic Fragments (MC^MR-HR)

Dendritic Fragments (t-’;C,LR)

Cups (F,UR-LR) (0.3-0.6 mm)

Needles (F,UR-UR) (0. 8 mm)

Aggregates of crystals (C,HR) 1345

1400 Plate (F,UR) (0. 2 mm)

Irreg. Particles. (C,HR)

Stellar (F,UR) (0. 6 mm)

Cups (F,UR) (0.4-0. 5. mrn)

Dendritic Fragments (MC,HR)

Needles (F,LR)

1415 Irregular Particles (C,HR)

Dendrite Fragments (HC,HR-HR)

Needle Fragments (F,UR)

Dendritic Fragments (F,UR)

Plates (F,UR-MR) (0. 2-0. 8 mm)

Column (F,UR) (0. 4 mm)

Cups (F,UR) (0. 8 mm)

1 VJhole Dendrite (2.3 mm)
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TABLE 3 (continued)

Base Station (3200 ft. ) Time

Aggregates of Dendrites (C,HR) 1430

Plates (F,UR) (0.2 ran)

I plate with simple exten-

sions (1. 2 mm)

1445Aggregates of Dendritic

fragments (C,NR)

Plates (F,UR-MR) (0. 3-0. 4 mm) 1500

Clumps of capped columns cups

stellars dendrites (C,HR)

Stellars & dendrites most

common.

Stellars _(1. 2 mm)

Columns (0.4 mm)

Broad branched stellars (UR) 1515

(0. 6-2. 3 mm)

Stellars (C,LR-MR) (2. 3 mm) 1530

Dendritic Fragments (C,HR)

Aggregation

Upper ’Station (5500 ft.

Irreg. Particles (C ,HR)

Dendritic fragments (C ,MR-HR)

1 whole dendrite (1. 5 mm)

Plate (F,UR-MR) (0. 3-0.4 mm)

Needle (F,LR) (fragments )

Stellars (F,HR) (1.1 mm)

Dendritic Fragments (C ,,MR-HR)

Irreg. Particles (MC ,MR-UR)

Plates (F,MR-HR) (0. 3)

Needle Fragments (F,LA-HR)

Stellars (C,UR-UR) (0. 2-0. 8 mm)

Cups (CJ)R-UR) (0. 2-0. 8 mm)

Some may be capped columns

Irreg. Particles (MC,MR-HR)

" " (MC,UR-LR)

Columns (F,UR-LR) some are capped

Dendritic Fragments (C ,MR-UR)

Needle Fragments (F,LR-MR)

Irreg. particles (C HR-UR)

Plates (cups? ) (F,T-’R) (0.4 mm)

Irreg. Particles (MC,MR-HR)

Stellars (F,UR-MR) (0. 4-1. 2 mm)

Dendritic Fragments (C ,,HR)

1 whole dendrite (1.1 mm)
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TABLE 3 (continued)

Time Base Station (3200 ft. ) Time Upper Station (5500 ft. )

1530 (cont. ) 1530 (cont.

Dendritic fragments 0-;C,MR)

Needles (F,LR) (1..0 mm)

1 (UR) plate with simple

extensions (0.7 mm)

1545 None1545 Crystal aggregates (C,

UR-NR)

(may be dendrites)

Plates (F,MR) (0. 3-0. 4 mm)

Plates (F,UR) (0. 1-1. 1 mm) 1600

Stellars (C,UR) (1. 5-2.0 mm)

(with broad branches)

Aggregates of Stellars (C,

UR-HR)

1600

Needles (F)

Capped columns (F)

Plates (F,UR) (0. 2-0. 7 mm) 1615

Aggregates of cups (C ,LR)

(0. 4-0. 7 mm)

1615

Aggregates of (LR-HR) (0. 8-1. 9 mm)

Aggregates of dendrites (C,UR-HR)

Needles (F,LR) (0.6 mm)

None

None
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3. Between 1030 and 1330 PST there was a noticeable difference in

the nature of the graupel at the base station and at the top of

the second ski lift. The graupel at the base station was spherical

and ranged from 0.4 to .1. 8 mm in diameter. At the top of the sec-

ond ski lift the graupel was not as spherical and from 0.4 to 1.4

mm in diameter. On several occasions (1030 1130 and 1230 1330 PST)

spherical graupel was observed at the base station while only heav-

ily rimed irregular particles were observed at the higher station.

Growth of precipitation particles by riming was therefore appreci-

able between the top of the second ski lift and the base station.

4. Increases in the rates of snowfall at both the base station and the

upper station were accompanied by a change from graupel and heavily

rimed irregular particles to stellars and dendritic crystals. During

the peak in the snowfall rate,around 1500 PST the crystals changed

from dendrites to cups and stellars at the upper station and from

dendrites to dendrites plus stellars at the base station.

5. The diameters of dendrites and stellar crystals were generally greater

at the base station than at the top of the second ski lift as shown by

the results in Table 4.

6. During several periods of time (e.g. 1330 1445 PST) many more crystal types

were observed at the upper station than at the base station. This was prob-

ably the result of the aggregation of crystals as they fell from the upper

to the base station.

These preliminary observations of Denny Mt. show that precipitation particles

can grow appreciably in clouds which are only a few thousand feet thick which form
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TABLE 4

SIZES OF SHOW CRYSTALS AT TWO DIFFERENT LEVELS ON DENNY MT.

ON FEBRUARY 17, 1970

Average Diameter of Average Diameter of
Time (PST) Crystals at Base Station (mm) Crystals at Upper Station (7^-.)

1245 0.4 0. 5 1. 7

1415 2. 8 6 2. 3

1500 1. 2 0. 2 O. Q

1530 2. 3 0.4 1. 2
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in mountain valleys. Such clouds are quite common in the Cascade Mountains

and it is believed that they produce significant amounts of snowfall during the

course of a winter. Denny Mountain provides an ideal site for studying this

phenomenon in detail since ski lifts permit observations to be made over a vertical

height of 2,300 ft. and clouds generally form between the base and the summit of

the mountain. The site is also convenient for studying the effects of artificial

seeding on the development of precipitation in these clouds. A ground generator

could be located at an appropriate point along Interstate 90 and the seeding ma-

terial should then be carried up through the orographic cloud forming on the east-

ern slopes of Denny Mt. Such studies are planned for the near future.

7.2 Observations in the Storm of November 20, 1969

This was the first storm of the 1969-70 winter season in which simultaneous

aircraft and ground observations were made. Although coverage on the ground was

not complete and some of the aircraft instrumentation was still being tested, a

few interesting observations were made which are described below.

An occluded front passed over Western Washington on November 20, 1969 bringing

light rain to the Puget Sound region and light rain and a few snow showers to the

Cascade Mountains. The surface synoptic observations at 1300 and 1600 PST are

shown in Figs. 49 and 50. The division between the regions of warm and cold ad-

vection at 850 mb (Fig. 51) correlated with the position of the front at the sur-

face at 1600 PST, but at 700 and 500 mb a sharp front was not discernible. The

precipitation rates during the day at five stations are shown in Fig. 52

The aircraft left Sandpoint at 1300 PST. The flight routers shown in Fig. 53.

Clouds were thick and extensive on the west side of the Cascades and the aircraft



Fig, 49 Surface synoptic observations ot 1300 PST on November 20, 19G9
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was still in cloud at 14,000 ft. over Bandera airport. The continuous particle

sampler was operated mainly between 10,000 and 12 ,000 ft. where the air temper-

atures were between -5 and -7 C. At an altitude of about 10,000 ft. between

Maple Valley and Bandera, both ice particles and water drops were present in

the cloud. Some of the ice crystals were rimed and a few large aggregates were

collected. Just over the crest of the Cascades and at an altitude of 14,100 ft.

no water drops were collected on the particle sampler, and the amount of ice col-

lected was less than at lower altitudes. Also, the ice particles were smaller

and riming and aggregation were not observed.

At 15,500 ft. and on the east side of the Cascades only small concentra-

tions of ice particles were encountered. The particles were less than 75 microns

in size they were unrimed, and no aggregation was observed. Back on the west

side of the Cascades near Humphrey (Fig. 53) larger concentrations of ice were

encountered and some of the individual particles were very large (of the order

700 microns) and aggregates up to 2,000 microns in size were observed.

At 1430 PST three end-burning pyrotechnic units each containing 10 grams of

silver iodide were ignited at an altitude of 12,000 ft. over Humphrey (Fig. 53).

At 1453 and 1501 the plume of artificial ice nuclei was intercepted by the air-

craft when a sharp rise in the ice nucleus count was observed. The average wind

between 12,000 and 3 ,000 ft. was from 235 at 44 mph. Calculations show that any

changes in precipitation resulting from this seeding should have been experienced

at Keechelus Dam at about 1452 PST. At Keechelus Dam the temperature on the

ground was 0 to 1C and between 1300 and 1500 PST light rain was falling. Between

1252 and 1605 PST raindrop size measurements were taken at Keechelus Dam by allowing



the drops to fall on Bruning reversing paper for periods of 10 seconds. The

results are shown in Fig. 54. There were no significant changes in the raindrop

sizes which can be attributed to the artificial seeding. It is interesting to

note however that at 1505 PST (i.e. after seeding) there was a shift from larger

to smaller raindrops at Keechelus Dam.

Finally, it was noticed during portions of this flight that a correlation

appeared to exist between the intensity of turbulence as measured by the uni-

versal turbulence indicator, and the local concentration of liquid water in the

cloud. Local maximum in liquid water content and turbulence were considered to

have occurred when the values were at least 0. 02 gin m~3 and 0.4 e 1/’3, respectively

above the levels on either side. These criteria were sufficient to exclude fluc-

tuations due to random noise. Between’1339 and 1401 PST twelve maximum were re-

corded in the turbulence and in eleven of these cases almost simultaneous maximum

occurred in the liquid water content. Between 1409 and 1448 PST, seventeen maxima

occurred in the turbulence of which eleven were accompanied by maxima in the liquid

water content.

7. 3 Observations in the Storm of November 23 1969

Prior to the period in which measurements were taken on this day, an occluded

front had already passed over Washington and was in Idaho. The 1600 PST 700 mb

map showed an upper level trough moving- east and a ridge beginning to build over

the area. The surface map for 1600 PST (Fig. 55) shows weather conditions which

were typical for the period during which measurements were taken. The low pres-

sure center had moved east of the Cascade Mountains and the wind’s were from the

west in Western Washington and over the Cascades. Temperatures in the Cascades
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were near 0C and there were rain and snow showers in the mountains. The pre-

cipitation rates at the ground stations during the day are shown in Fig. 56.

The aircraft left Sandpoint Naval Base at 1150 PST. The flight route is

shown in Fig. 57. Operation of the continuous particle sample at 1154 PST four

miles south of Renton at an altitude of 3 ,000 ft. and a temperature of 5 C, showed

36300 544 and 0 water droplets per liter with diameters in the size ranges

15 75, 75 125, and greater than 125 microns respectively. The clouds over

the western slopes of the Cascades were scattered with tops near 12 ,000 ft. the

air was fairly unstable. Below 8,000 ft. the clouds appeared to consist entirely

of water, and glories and cloud bows were observed. At 1205 PST at an altitude

of 13,000 ft. over Bandera and a temperature of -11C, the only particles collected

on the continuous particle sampler were water droplets with diameters in the size

range 15 75 microns in concentrations of 1640 per liter. Local orographic ef-

fects on the west side of the Cascades were obser-ved to cause increases in the

concentrations of cloud water droplets in the size range 15 75 microns. At

1248 PST, at an altitude of 10,000 ft. 6 miles south of Nagrom. with an air temper-

ature of -8C only ice particles were collected in concentrations of 728 728

and 292 per liter in the range of diameters 15-75 75 125 and greater than 125

microns respectively. Particles collected on the west side of the Cascades below

10,000 ft. consisted mainly of water drops less than 75 microns in diameter, al-

though a few unrimed, irregular ice particles 10 15 microns in size were col-

lected.
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ABSTRACT

It has been found possible’ to derive the requisite equations for

barrier flow in a moist atmosphere and to apply them to the description

of the airflow through a discrete crest cloud such as occurs during winter

storms over the Cascades. Considerable difficulties -have been encountered

in the description of the. boimdary conditions between-the cloud and the

dry air, but satisfactory compromises have been reached which have en-

abled a versatile computer program to be developed.. A working airflow

model therefore exists which. calculates stream flow through the crest cloud.

As greater- insight is obtained: into. the handling of "the .boundary conditions

(which have no parallel in dry- airflow theory) these .can be rapidly incor-

porated into the structure of the program. The interfacing between this

airflow program and one describing the microphysics is presently being

worked on..



AIRFLOW THROUGH A CREST CLOUD

1. Introduction

The investigation of how a stratified airstream flows over a mountain has

been vigorously pursued since the- mid-twenties. With very few exceptions (El-

liot, 196g) the adiabatic assumption has been made. Clouds have been considered

an embroidery and have been drawn on a streamline diagram whenever displacement

exceeded that necessary for condensation. The effect’ of the latent heat release

on the dynamics of the flow has been ignored. This-may have been justified when

dealing with small wave- clouds but it seems questionable when investigating the

extensive cap or crest clouds which give rise to orographic precipitation, v

With the ultimate aim of’modeling orographic precipitation in mind, a form

of the two dimensional. ihviscid,. steady state stratified flow equation for a

dry adiabati’c atmosphere is deri-ved in 2. The approach’taken is similar to

Scorer’’s (1955) treatment, of a compressible atmosphere and Long’s (1953) treat-

ment of the incompressible fluid. This work is reviewed ’in 2 as an aid in un-

derstanding the treatment, of’ the.- wet adiabatic case studied in 3.

In the equation for the dry atmosphere a term (B d In 0/dz occurs which

describes the stability of the undisturbed airstream. When the equation is de-

rived for an. incompressible fluid,. g d In p/d z In either case if the

product g0i; is formed, where g is the acceleration of gravity and r, is the dis-

placement of the parcel from its equilibrium level, then this product represents

the restoring force on the parcel. It has been suggested by analogy that the

appropriate expression for g in the case of a cloudy atmosphere would be



2

B d In 0 / dz, where G is the wet-bulb potential temperature (Davis
w w w

1968). This, however, cannot be the case for not only is there an ambigu-

ity in the choice of the appropriate stability- parameter beti-jeen 0 and 0

(the equivalent potential temperature) but, in fact, neither P nor P .=

d In 0 / de eives rise to the correct restoring force when multiplied by
e o

g^. The only recourse is to return to first principles in order to derive

the correct expression. This is done in 3.

The problem of a montage of solutions of"the dry and moist- flow, so

that the airflow through the cloud base experiences an abrupt change of :sta-

bility, is considered in 4.

2. Dry Adiabatic Atmosphere

In two dimensional, invis-ci’d,. steady flow the--vorti city equation -becomes

av Vn + a n V v a Vp x.Vp 0 (1)

where

v u i’ + w }<_

D_ 0 u / 9 z. 9w/ 9x ) j_ n 1

p density 1 a

The continuity equation can be written

a v Vp V-v_

so that the first two terms of Eq. (l)become

a ( v_ Vn+ Jl V v_ ) (v_ V) a JT_ (2)

The equation of state, a p RT, enables the baroclinic term to be written

a^p x Vp aR VT x V In p
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V In p can be eliminated using the definition of potential temperature,

namely,

Q T ( p^ p )R/fcp

where p is a reference pressure, giving

3
a Vp x Vp -aVc T x V ln0

-a d In 0 V c T x V a-,--- p o.
d z

o

The last step constitutes the adiabatic assumption, namely, that 0 is

constant on a streamline, e is the height of the- streamline in the undis-

turbed flow (x co) and so. is also constant on a’ streamline.

In two dimensions continuity in a. stream tube- gives

7 B (p/p u ) v x j
o o o

where the subscript o applies to values at x The baroclinic term

becomes

P u
o o

B v V c T
P

(3)

where B d In 0/da the upstream stability.

Eqs. 2 and 3 enable Eq. 1 to be written

v V (an +B c T/p u 0 (4)
p o o

which is readily integrated. Temperature can be eliminated with the Bernoulli

2 2
equation in the form c T + g^ + q_ a constant on a streamline where q

2
2 2
d + w and t, e z
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P^. n P q2 + g0 C (5)

^ ^o 2’

where C is a constant on a streamline. In the incompressible case the

stability (3 d ln p / d z and p p giving Long’s (195.3) result.

The transformation of. Eq. (5’) into- the requisite differential equation

is done by both Long. and Scorer in a manner consistent with their particular

assumptions. The differential equation is in general non-linear. For pre-

sent purposes the conditions under which a. simplified linear form of the

equation

V2 t, + gft r, C. (6)
2

u
0

might be used are discussed by Scorer & Klieforth (1959). They will not be

discussed here.. As this is a basic: form of the equation used many times in

the literature it will form the best basis for comparing past results with

those obtained here. The constant C, though- generally set’equal ’to zero, is

retained here.

3. Wet Adiabati’c Atmosphere

It is desirable to put the baroclihic term in the same form as Eq. 3.

The definition of equivalent potential temperature is

0 T. (p ) ^p exp (Lw)

^ V~ (7)

where 0 equivalent potential temperature

p 1000 mb a reference pressure

w water vapour mixing ratio

p p-e partial pressure of the dry air ^ p



This enables the baroclinic term to be written

a Vp x Vp a RVT x V In p

a 7 In 0 x V c T + a V ln T x V Lw
e p

a V In 0 x V (c T + Lw)
e P

+ a ( R V In p + Lw_ VT) x V Lw
c c T2-
P P:

(8)

Up to this point the air could be either cloudy or dry depending on the

value of w. Now it is specified to be. at’, saturation with respect to either

water or ice (or a linear combination of"the two) depending -on the value

of latent heat, L, chosen. The Clausius-Clapeyron equation can be written

Lw; VT ]_ Vw + w_ V In p (9)
RT2 e-" e.’

where e R /R 0’. 622
m

Thi’s enables the last term in Eq. (8’) to be written

a R_ ( 1 + w^V In p x .V Lw

"P -
where w/e 1 and so is neglected.

By eliminating V Lw by Eq. (9) we can use the equation of state to rewrite

Eq. (8) as

-a^Vp x Vp o^eL.^ Vp x Vp + aV InO x V (c T + Lw)
e D

c RT2 p

P

a (1 + e L^)"1 V In 9 x V (c T + Lw)
e p

CpRT v

a (1 A) V In 0 x V (c T + Lw) (10)
e p
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2 2 -1
where A (1 + c RT /eL w)

P

Proceeding as in 2 it is assumed that 0 is constant on a stream-

line so that with the continuity relation Eq. 10 becomes

"t
a^p x Vp j_ (1 A) v_ V r__Pg- <c T + Lw) (11)

p u
p

o o

where 8 d In 0 / ds Eq. (2)and(ll)are now substituted into Eq. (l)
e e o

which is integrated to yield

’0. TI j^ f^_ + g!,\ j^ fAd(.c T. + Lw) K (12)

"o ^ ) "o j
where K is a constant on a streamline. The Bernoulli equation in the

Q

form c T + g^ :+ q /2 + Lw constant (on a streamline) was used "in the

second term.

The ’integral in Eq. (12) is simplified as follows If dT/dw is elimin-

ated between the Clausius-Clapeyron equation. and the. first law of thermo-

dynamics it gives

1 + c RT2 a l ~cp]_\ d p

-^- L d Lw
ewL

/ 1 c T \ d(c T + Lw)-- P
eL d Lw

where the first law was used again to give the final form.

The integral is now written
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d(c T + Lw)
P________

1 + c RT2/^^
P

d (Lw)

1 c T/eL
P

^
d ( c T + gz )

c T/eL
P

7
where Bernoulli’s Equation, d (Lw) -d(c T + ga + q 2) was used to obtain

,-’ .1’c- emai anrl +T-IHC; npolpctRd.the final form. q 2 is small and thus neglected.

If it is assumed that y the moist adiabatic. lapse rate, is constant-
m

along a streamline, T To y^ r, where r, is the displacement U a z^)
then the integral can be solved to give

eL (y^ y^) In ( 1 y^

m
T eL/cp

In the atmosphere y <; /(T eL/c ) 1 so that the integral is now
m o p

written

g ( 1 V Yd ) s

(1 c T /eL )
p o

Eq. (12) can now be written

r.2q. + bg r,

2

p

p
o

where

b 1 1 ^ ^d
^ ^V^
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4. Montage Solutions for Dry and Hoist Flow

It has been found possible to put Eq. (13 ),describing airflow in a moist

atmosphere, into the same form as Eq. (5) which describes airflow in a dry at-

mosphere. Both can be written in the differential equation form as Eq. (6)

where in the moist atmosphere the P in Eq. (6) is replaced by b? This means

that each of the solutions that exist in the literature represents. a .family of

solutions for the completely cloudy atmosphere. However, the. completely cloudy

atmosphere has yet to be experienced. The problem is to construct- a .solution

such that a discrete cap cloud is surrounded by dry air. It is possible to

consider that Eq. (6) describes the whole field of flow and that the coefficient

g is a discontinuous function, of the displacement r,, being equal to bf5^ when

t, is greater than that required for condensation. The resulting equation how-

ever, is non-linear and it cannot be linearized without eliminating the phenom-

enon to be studied. ’This then would preclude application of linear theory

which has been applied to the airflow over mountains in the past.

One way out of the problem is to construct a montage of solutions. The

equation for the cloudy atmosphere is applied’ inside the cloud and .the equation

for the dry atmosphere is applied elsewhere. The problem would then seem to

reduce to one of describing the boundary conditions in a consistent manner. In

general, although the differential equations can now be considered as linear,

the boundary conditions become non-linear. This is because the position of the

cloud boundary depends on character of the flow, which in turn depends on the

shape of the cloud. A further factor that exacerbates the. situation is that the

bg for the cloud cannot be chosen independently. It is a function of the stabil-
e

ity 8 and the water vapour content of the dry air portion of the flow. Alter-
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nately, it can be thought of as a function of 6 and the shape of the cloud

base. This means in fact, that the non-linearity of the original equations

has not been relegated to boundary conditions but also still exists in the

moist equation.

The easiest way out of this dilemma is to specify the shape of. cloud base

such that b6 is a constant. This is the procedure that has been adopted.
e

However, it must be pointed out that this approach constitutes a sacrifice of

the predictability of the shape of’ the cloud. base not. a trivial loss con-

sidering the influence it exerts over the character of." the flow. The non-linear

character of the boundary conditions across the cloud-’top can be -retained with-

out great difficulty. It has been found convenient to. specify the cloud top

as a streamline.

This still leaves open the question as to what specific boundary conditions

are to be applied across the cloud base or the cloud top. The usual approach

is to assume that displacement, r,,. and gradients of displacement (or- vertical

velocity and gradients of it) are continuous across the boundary. While this -is

the procedure to follow, it is now found that the conditions at cloud base re-

main under-specified while those at cloud’ top make the flow unstable. The cloud

base boundary conditions remain under-specified because the equation for the

cloudy atmosphere is in general, inhomogeneous and the nature of the inhomoge-

neity is specified by a matching across cloud base. [The inhomogeneity of the

dry equation is eliminated by noting that the displacement and all. its deriva-

tives vanish at x . ] The character of the flow has been found to depend

critically on how this inhomogeneity is specified. The correct manner of speci-
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fying this inhomogeneity has been the subject of considerable work. At- this

time the issue is still not completely resolved. As a practical expedient the

inhomogeneity has been ignored in recent calculations. This results in. air-

flow patterns that do not differ greatly from that of completely dry air. This

is gratifying as it has enabled computer techniques to be developed to handle

the equations and has enabled calculations to be made. The details of .the appli-

cation of the cloud base boundary conditions can then be modified easily within

the framework of an existing program as more insight is gained.

The cloud top boundary presents a different problem. When the boundary is

specified as a streamline, density becomes discontinuous across it. This is be-

cause the rate of cooling of the dry air just above the boundary is dry adia-

batic while that of the cloudy air just- below the boundary is wet adiabatic. In’.

fact, the cloud top is statically unstable. The equations describing the air-

flow ignore this because although the boundary is unstable it is- in equilibrium.

However, this type of mathematical description cannot possibly describe in de-

tail the physics of what would in fact. occur in the real atmosphere.

There are two ways to stabilize the cloud top.. The first would be to elim-

inate the cloud top in the sense that the upper surface of the cloud is -no longer

specified as a streamline. The streamlines are then allowed to intersect the

upper surface of the cloud. This, however, is mathematically equivalent to’ in-

terpreting the upper, surface of the cloud as a cloud base. While this is cer-

tainly legitimate physically and can be seen to occur in nature it presents

all the mathematical difficulties discussed earlier. Furthermore it is not now

possible to specify the shape of the whole cloud such that b is a constant.
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Thus if the shape of the cloud is specified in advance not only is the

advantage of predictability lost but the linearity of the moist equation is

not obtained.

The second way around the problem of instability of’cloud top is if any-

thing, more intractable than the first. The instability can be completely elim-

inated if we allow the flow to become three dimensional. A statically stable

system is easy to obtain if a transverse wave is ’permitted. However, at present

the mathematical machinery does not exist for handling- the general three-

dimensional dry airflow case, let alone the one that would be required here.

For the present, then, calculations of streamlines are being made based

on a two-dimensional theory in which the cloud top is specified as a stream-

line. This in itself represents a non-linear boundary condition. Theprogram-

ming machinery for handling this has been developed and works well. As greater

insight is gained into the handling of the boundary conditions improvements

can readily be incorporated into the program. In the meantime solutions are

being produced which can be used and are probably not" greatly in error.
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ABSTRACT

Observations and calculations indicate that an aircraft seeding at
the proper level can affect a large area downwind, on the eastern
slopes, of the Cascades if riming and aggregation of snow particles.
can be reduced.

Radar time cross-sectioiis of cloud structure moving across the
Cascades exhibit cellular patterns.

Up-slope circulation on the eastern slopes of the Cascades can pro-
duce precipitation from a cold shallow layer.

Precipitation over the Ca.scades is generated in the area between
-11C and -15C. Seeding in this layer should lead to reduced riming
and subsequently lower fall velocities of the snow crystals.

Observations indicate higher freezing nuclei, count during the first
20-30 minutes of a storm than during the rest of the storm.

Ninety per cent of the precipitation observed by the snow crystal
camera had .moderate to heavy riming during 1969-1970.

The effect of aggregation, as dusters of snow flakes join, results in
higher fall velocities aggregation therefore may be as important
as riming in increasing fall velocities.

The use of a simplified computer model of a single range for the
Cascades begins lifting too late and ends it too abruptly, as observed
by radar.

The assumption, of precipitation growth by diffusion in cold storms
seems to predict reasonable precipitation rates. Prediction times in
warm storms are much too slow for observed rates.. An accurate
model must allow for particle growth by riming and aggregation.
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SECTION 1. 0

INTRODUCTION

1. 1 Background

The Cascade Mountains of the State of Washington offer an unique
research area for weather modification research.

Since 1966, the Department of Water Resources of the State of Wash-
ington (formerly the State Weather Modification Board) has conducted
weather modification research for the U. S. Bureau of Reclamation.
Environmental Services Operation of EG &G, Inc. (formerly E.
Bollay Associates, Inc. has participated in this research as a sub-
contractor to the Department of Water Resources.

The first two and a half years of work (February 1966 to June 1968)
was devoted to background measurements of meteorological parameters,
determining natural precipitation characteristics, diffusion tests, syn-
optic studies of precipitation producing storms, and theoretical studies
of precipitation processes in order to develop objective criteria for
seeding and. modification experiments. Results of this work have
been reported upon in "Cascade Atmospheric Water Resources Pro-
gram", 2 February 1966-30 June 1968. 1

1. 2 Objectives

The purpose of the Cascade A’ mospheric Water Resources Program
has been to conduct: field tests, background measurements, theo-
retical studies of precipitation processes, and experiments to test
the practicability and develop techniques for redistribution of some
of the surplus snowfall from the Western slopes to the relatively
dry Eastern slopes of the Cascade Mountains. The’ Snoqualmie Pass
area of the Cascades (Figure 1) was .selected as the experimental
area in which to conduct this research.

1. 3 Experimental Design

The fundameiital assumption, to redistribute snowfall in the Cascades,
is that the majority of the natural snow crystals are rimed as they
fall. Experimental data have shov/n that rimed crystals fall faster
than unrimed crystals.

If weather modification by artificial seeding can change some fraction



Figure 1. Location of Experi.mental A.rea
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of the super-cooled droplets into ice crystals, thereby reducing
riming and. creating more snow crystals with less riming, these
resulting crystals would have lower fall velocities and their east-
ward trajectories would be increased.

The design of the experiments during the period of this report has
been to make background measurements, both surface and airborne,
1968-1DG9, in order to provide information for 1) modeling the
natural occzirrence of snowfall in the Cascades, and understanding the
natural precipitation processes, 2) the second season 1969-1970 of
this report, with the use of a seeding aircraft, the introduction of
artificial nuclei into the atmosphere over the Cascades combined
with real dme measurements of snow crystals, precipitation echoes
and in-cloud observations to observe significant changes in meteoro-
logical parameters related to the precipitation processes.

An instrumented surface network, two radars, and an aircraft provided
observations and real time measurements to study possible changes
in the natural characteristics of the precipitation process in the
target area.

1. 4 Work Performed for the Report Period

EG &G, Inc. entered into a new contract with the Department of
Water Resources on .1 July 1968 and again on 1 July 1969 to con-
tinue research and supporting services on this program.

The primary tasks assigned to EG &G, Inc. on the- Cascade program
for the report period were to provide 1) an instrumented aircraft
for cloud physics research during the period 29 January 1969 to
14 March 1969, 2) for both Winter seasons collection of observational
data from radar, radiosonde, ground sampling of precipitation, ice
nuclei and snow crystal data, 3) provide supporting services in pre-
cipitation micro-structure modeling and engineering consultation on
aircraft platform and instrumentation for use in weather modification
research data collection, and 4) coordinate such above services with
the Department of Atmospheric Sciences, University of Washington,
and make such data collected available to the Department of Atmos-
pheric Sciences for analysis.

This report will cover activities for the past two years which have
included: aerial seeding, upper air and surface ob.serva.ti.ons in
support of field experiments to redistribute the snow fall from the
west to the east side of the Cascades.



SECTION 2. 0

UPPER AIR SUPPORT

2. 1 Aircraft Operation 1968-1969

A Beechcraft Queen Air 80 twin engine aircraft (Figure 2) was pro-
vided and operated by EG &G, Inc. to support tlie University of
Washington cloud physics measurements. Instrumentation furnished
with the aircraft included oscillograph-recording air temperature,
dew point, indicated air speed and altitude and an NCAR-EG &G ice
nucleus counter. The University of Washington installed the follov/ing
additional instruments: electrical particle counter, optical particle
counter and a continuous cloud particle sampler (CPS). Specification
and operation of the instruments have been reported elsewhere. 2

The aircraft was on stand-by at the Grant County Airport at Moses
Lake, Washington from January 29 to March 14, 1969. The air-
craft was operated in storms which moved over the Cascade Moun-
tains during this period.

A total of fourteen research flights were conducted totaling forty-six
hours, In-cloud measurements of cloud particles, ice nuclei counts,
liquid water content, temperature, dew point and other observations
were made.

Flight patterns and operational control of the aircraft during this
ncriod was provided by the Department of Atmospheric Sciences,
university of Washington.

Results of these flights and observations made have been reported by
the above group- cited. 5

2. 2 Radar-Rawinsonde Operations 1968-1969

For the data collection season 1968-1969, two radar/rawinsonde stations
were established; one on the west and windward and the other on the
east and Iceside of the Cascades. On the west side near Enumclaw,
Washington an M-33 X-band radar which was loaned to the program by
NCAR. was situated. At the M-33 site an EG &G 1680 me radiosonde receiver
was installed. On the east side of.the Cascades near Cle Elurn, Wash-
ington a GPG-1 (T-9) X-bajid radar and modified GMD-1 radiosonde
receiver were operated.

4



FIGURE 2 OUE^N AiR AIRCRAFT USED FOR RESEARCH FLIGHTS. FY 1969 CASCADES WATER RESOURCES PROGRAM



These stations provided upper air observations and were coordinated
with aircraft research flights. Observational procedures called for
simultaneously releasing a radiosonde every six hours during storms
from each radar site. In addition, radar and radiosonde data were
collected continuously during select storm periods. In Table I are
found the dates in which radar and radiosonde, as well as research,
flights were made.

Data collected by the radar was primarily radar profiling of the
clouds and precipitation over the Cascades.

This was done by recording the automatic gain control (AGC) voltage,
which is a function of the reflectivity. The mean wind direction of
the cloud layer was determined and the antenna was pointed down-
wind with an elevation angle which placed the radar beam just above
the horizon. The AGC voltage is a measure of the power reflected
back from that part of the cloud which is observed within the radar’s
range gate. This range gate was yutomatically moved outward at
a rate of 10, 000 yards per minute and the associated AGC voltage
was recorded on a strip chart moving at a rate of 10 inches per minute.
After the range gate went beyond all echoes, it was returned to the
center of the scope and the antenna was raised to a new .elevation
angle and the gate was again moved put. This was repeated until
the antennd was pointing vertically. Figure 3 shows this pattern.
The angles were chosen so that the radar beam would intercept the
15, 000 feet MSL height at equal intervals of four statute miles. At
the end of one of these series or profiles, the antenna was moved
counter-clockwise by 15 and another profile was obtained. Then it

was moved 30 clockwise, to the other side of the downwind azimuth,
and a third profile obtained. A fourth profile was taken looking upwind.

At Cle Elum the GPG-1 (T-9) radar, X-band, was used for AGC profile
work. Due to antenna pattern and high limiting angles because of
ground return to the site, the T-9 radar only profiled with the
antenna in the vertical position.

Both radars were calibrated by tracking and measuring the power return
from an aluminum sphere with a known back-scattering cross-section.
From this data an AGC voltage vs. power return curve is obtained
(Figure 4). With the curve, a quantitative power return is then com-
puted from the data on the charts.

2. 3 Radar Radiosonde Operations 1969- 1970

During the winter season of 1969-1970, the two radars, M-33 and T-9,
were operated in a somewhat different manner from the year before.



TABLE I

DATES OF OPERATIONS FOR THE WINTER SEASON, 1968-1969

DATE HOURS OF OPERATION
RADAR/RAWINSONDE

AIRCRAFT
FLIGHTS

Dec. 2-3, 1968

Dec. 13, 1968

Dec. 17-18, 1968

Dec. 22-24, 1968

Jan. 29-31, 1969

Feb. 4-5, 1969

Feb. 6. 1969

Feb. 7-8, 1969

Feb. 9, 1969

Feb. 14, 1969

Feb. ’20, 1969

Feb. 22, 1969

Feb. 23, 1969

Mar. 5, 1969

Mar. 6, 1969

Apr. 1-2, 1969

2/ 1129 3/ 1530

1054 1917

17/1615 18/ 1610

22/2207 24/0944

29/ 1041 -- 31/ 1527

4/0727 5/0453

7/ 1019 8/1807

1500 1600

0956 1612

1129 1553

1107. 1606

1000 1620

1009 1558

0909 0944

29/ 1630 1800

31/1200 1230

31/1515 1620

4/1000 1200

1500 1600

7/1020 1200

8/ 1200 1320

1155 1320

0930 1 100

1100 1200

1320 1600

1200 1315

0930 1200

1430 1630

0915 1110



The M-33 was moved to Lake Keechelus (Figure 5) dam site on the

east side of the Cascades. From this position, the radar would be

in position to analyze and monitor precipitation structure and signif-

icant changes in the vertical reflectivity profile caused by aerial

seeding.

The T-9 radar was moved to a site about 10 miles south of Olympia,
Washington. It was used to track balloons for upper winds. This

site was selected in order to measure the structure of the atmos-

phere just prior to its ascent over the Cascades. Release of sondes

at Olympia was made only when aircraft flights were conducted.



FIGURE 3 ELEVATION ANGLES OF RADAR BEAM USED TO PROFILE

CLOUDS
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FIG.’4. M-33 RADAR POWER CALIBRATION CURVE.

RECEIVER POV/ER VS AGO CHART COORDINATES.

(FROM: M-o’Ji RADAR MODIFICATION AND CALIBRATION,

PENN STATE N.S.F. REPORT NO.?. 1963.)
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SECTION 3. 0

SURFACE METEOROLOGICAL OPERATIONS

The major areas of surface observations collected have included
1) precipitation measurements, 2) snow crystal observations, and
3) ice nuclei measurements.

During the 1968-1969 collection season, a rather intensive network
of recording precipitation gauges were installed in the Cascade area.
Locations of these gauges and other gauges from which records were
available are given in Table II and Figure 6.

This special array of precipitation gauges in the target area, as .
mentioned earlier, yielded, for a variety of wind directions, a precip-
itation rate profile across the Cascades which can be compared to
the one supplied by the computer model. The special network increased
the density of gauges available from the U. S. Weather Bureau net-
work; however, much of the Cascade area is inaccessible during the
winter months so large voids still exist in the data collected.

The distribution of 14 recording gauges regularly operated for the
Weather Bureau was supplemented by 16 gauges operated by or for
this project for the 1968-1969 season. Of these, five were maintained
by cooperative observers. The U. S. Forest Service, Snoqualmie
.National Forest, had three gauges in the area. All of these instru-

ments were of a weighing bucket design with a standard eight inch
orifice. They were charged with ethylene glycol type antifreeze to
melt the snow so that larger amounts of precipitation could be recorded.
(The Forest Service gauges used heaters for melting. Servicing
of all but the Forest Service gauges was done at least weekly.

The data were reduced as hourly totals and these were summarized
into daily totals. The entire winter’s data are on file with the Depart-
ment of Water Resources.

With less emphasis on ground collection, the 1969-1970 season
network was reduced to 21 stations. See Figure 6. These data were
totaled as hourly amounts for analysis during aerial seeding periods.

Other surface instrumentation, in addition to precipitation gauges that
were operated, included NCAR Ice Nuclei counters both seasons and
several optical snow rate sensors for tne 1969-1970 season. The
NCAR ice nuclei counters were operated at Snoqualmie Pass in 1968-1969

12



TABLE II

PRECIPITATION GAUGE SITES: 1968-1969 1969-1970

(Gauges followed by astrisk in operation 1969-1970.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

STATION

A-Frame
Bandera*
Camp 8
Chester Morse Dam*
Cle Elum
Cougar Mtn.
Denny Creek*
Easton*
Ellensburg*
Enumclaw (M-33)
Green-water*
Humphrey*
Keechelus Dam*
Lake Wenatchee*
Landsberg*
Leaver-worth
Lester*
Morgan Creek
Mud Mtn. Reservoir*
Nagrom*
Nelson Siding (T-9)
North Bend*
Palmer*
Salmon la Sac
Skykomish*
Snoqualmie Falls*
Snoqualmie Pass*
Snowshoe Butte*
Spada Reservoir
Stampede Pass*
Stevens Pass*
Swauk Pass
Tolt Reservoir
Twin Creek*

ELEVATION

2940
1632

1558
1980
3200
2060
2170
1627

1708
1200
2480
1920
535
800
1750
2340
1308
1400

460
895

2400
933
430

3000
4800
2020
3940
4085
4080
1650
3600

LAT.

4722’
4724’
4726’
4725’
4711’
47171
4722’
4715’
47001
4715’
4709’
470141
4719’
4750’
4723’
4736’
4713’
4719’
4709’
470131
4712’
4730’
4718’
4724’
4722’
4733’
4725’
4714’
47581
47171
4745’
47045’
4742’
47091

LONG.

121 44’
121 32’
121 40’
121 44’
121 44’
121 39’
121 27’
121 11’
120 31’
122 01’
121 39’
121 43’
121 20’
120 48’
121 58’
120 39’
121 27’
121 06’
121 56’
121 36’
121 06’
121 47’
121 50’
121 06’
121 22’
121 51’
121 25’
121 22’
121 40’
121 20’
121 05’
120 34’
121 42’
121 26’

13
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and two counters were operated at Snoqualm.ie -Pass and Lake Keechelus
for the 1969-1970 season. An additional unit was operated at Stampede
Pass by U. S. Weather Bureau personnel for the project. One optical
snow rate sensor was used for the 1968- 1969. season as part of the
snow crystal camera study at the A-Frame. Four optical sensors
were used during the 1969-1970 season, !) at the Alpental .area on

top of Denny Mountain, 2) floor of the valley, 3) Lake Keechelus, and
4) Easton. The University of Washington operated a mobile instru-
mented van with ice nuclei counter, optical snow rate sensor and
other equipment along Highway 10 during aircraft flights for the winter
19S9-1970.

15



SECTION 4. 0

ANALYSIS OF DATA

4. 1 Radar-Radiosonde Measurements 1968-1969

An example of data collected and analyzed for the 1968-1969 winter
season is shown in Figures 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12. The mountain
outline is Grass Mountain,used by the computer. Also shown is the
location of the next ridge downwind. The dashed line coming from
the top of the mountain is the numerical model’s location of the
zero vertical velocity line. Velocities to the left of this line are
upward or positive and to the right, downward or negative. The
freezing level as indicated by the radiosonde is also plotted on ey.c;i

profile.

A number of features can be discussed in these cross-sections. Most
apparent is the way the cloud builds as the air ascends over the first
ridge. Grass Mountain, of the Cascades. From Figures 7, 8, 9 and
10, it appears as if orographic lifting has not yet begun over the
Enumclaw area.

In Figures 11 and 12, ascent is indicated over this area. As the air
passes over Grass Mountain it descends some. into .the Green River
Valley before lifting takes place by the next ridge of mountains. This is
indicated by the radar data in Figures 7, 11, and 12, In these cases,
the beginning of the evaporative process agrees fairly well with the
presence of negative vertical velocities, as indicated by the numerical
model. In the example of Figure 7, the vertical velocity field developed
by the computer v/as shifted to the peak of the next ridge and added
to the original field, the results being initial lifting, followed by descen-
sion, additional- lifting over the second ridge, downdraft and finally
updraft caused by wave motion. This field of vertical velocity matches
quite well with radar echoes, at least in the area upwind of the main
ridge of the Cascades.

It may be ’questionable if the well developed downdrafts actually exist
over the valley. The value of these downdrafts is about -1. 7 msec "^-
while maximum updrafts are about 1. 0 to 1. 3 msec"^.

An attempt was made to correlate some of the cross-sections which
seemed to be more convective, Figures 8, 9, 10 and 12, with the li-’ss
convective ones. Showalter’s indices were calculated for each case
but no relationship was evident. Comparison of echo patterns wiiih

16



FIGURE 7. RADAR CROSS-SECTION 2014 -21 16 (PST) DEC. 17, 1968
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FIGURE 8 RADAR CROSS -SECTION 0701-0750 PST DEC. 18 19681
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FIGURE 9 RADAR CROSS-SECTION 2315-0232 PST) DEC. 22 1968
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wind speed and direction were also made, but no usable relationship
was again found.

For all the radar data recorded on the west side, the echo top
(overhead) was tabulated along with precipitation at the station. The
results showed heaviest precipitation rates occurred when the tops
were between 12, 000 and 20, 000 ft. MSL.

Interesting results were found when a frequency distribution of radar
tops was constructed. This is shown in Figure 13 along with the
frequency of heights of the top of 100% relative humidity, as shown
by the rawinsondes. It is seen thai. the tops of the radar cloud are
much higher than radiosonde tops. This is due to the fact that the
relative humidity measured by the rawinsonde is with respect to water
and that the actual cloud top is better represented by the relative
humidity measured with respect to ice.

Looking at individual cases, the radar tops, 100% humidity tops and
the temperatures of these were tabulated for simultaneous observa-
tions. (Since radar observations were not made during sonde ascen-
sions, the radar heights for an hour and a half before and after
the sonde time were averaged. The ratio of radar top to humidity
top were plotted against the cloud top temperatures. In Figure 14,
these data are shown, along with the lines of least squares. It shows
the radar tops begin exceeding the others at a temperature of about
-15C, which implies that, on the average, at temperatures colder
than -15C, the cloud is predominantly ice while water dominates at
warmer temperatures. This means major diffusion.al growth occurs
above the -15C isotherm.

Vertical-pointing data at Enumclaw shows that radar tops must be
about 10, 000 ft. MSL for appreciable precipitation to fall. Matching
this information with the temperature scale of Figure 13, we see
this falls near the -11C level. Combining this with the results of
the previous paragraph, we find that precipitation is generated, in
the vicinity between -11C and -15C. This is consistent with a
precipitation model in which an ice mechanism initiates the precip-
itation and the liquid water below collects mainly through riming (see
the section on snow crystal observations). It applies to our
program by showing us we need to seed the cloud between the -15C
and -11C level to remove the liquid water in this region, which allows
growth and therefore higher particle fall speeds and shorter trajectories.

A numerical model of the orographic precipitation regime was utilized
to generate a cross-sectional hydrometeor field with which to compare
the radar data. Certain features (Figures 15-1.8 correspond with
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Figures 7-12 with corresponding dates and times) of the comparison

can be pointed out. One of these is the abrupt termination of

liquid water (in the model). This is caused by too rapid evaporation

of the hydrometeor water. V/henever the vertical velocities in the

model become negative, all liquid water is set to zero. Plainly,

this is not true in nature.

The most intense hydrometeor field occurred on December 22, 1968

(Figure 16) as a result of the 2207 rawinsonde. Likewise, this was

the time of the most intense radar echo (Figure 9).. The prominent

feature of the computer cross-section is the effect of the inversion

which was present just above mountain top. The inversion manifests

itself in the hydrometeor field by a horizontal dry layer. It is

horizontal because the same vertical temperature structure is used

as the air is transported across the barrier. In reality, one would

expect this layer to slope upwards and indeed, this is what the radar

appears to show. To model the lifting of the inversion as it crosses

higher terrain involves much work and it is uncertain whether the

results warrant these efforts.

In most cases, the model produces higher clouds than are observed

by the radar. However, on January 31, 1969 (Figures 10 and 17)

only a limited amount of hydrometeor water was ’generated while

radar echoes built to 4. 5 km over the mountains,

The Figures 7-12 were examined for possible hints as to the particle

trajectories. The last two showed the most promise. Both of these

have a characteristic bump in the contours upwind and above the

mountain. This bump is seen to lower and migrate toward the crest

as the radar intensity increases. The lines drawn through these

bumps are tentatively interpreted as the mean trajectories. _The
average terminal velocities for these two cases are 1. 3 msec and

2. 4 msec"1 for Figures 1 1 and 12, respectively. However, in Figure

12 the slope of the trajectory increases and unreasonable fall speeds

of 7 msec"! were calculated.

The shapes of the contours greatly govern the fall velocities and these

shapes, of course, depend on just how the contours are subjectively

drawn within the confines of the data. Therefore, it is uncertain

whether the trajectories are actually represented by the shape of the

contours, or if the fall speeds measured in this manner (1-3 msec"

are fortuitous.

All of this discussion has been a result of the radar measurements

made on the west side of the mountains. On the east side, the

characteristics of the radar and the surrounding terrain limited their
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radar activity to vertical pointing. The amount of data collected was
less than on the west side because of the lee effect on precipitation.

One long record was obtained during the storm of February 7-8, 1969

and is shown in Figure 19. One of the first things that is noticed

is how the record is broken by the necessity of having to use the

set to track ’the rawinsonde. The second thing to notice is the impulses

of reflectivity which occur at approximately three-hour intervals

(with one missing at 0200 on the 8th).

Also shown on this graph is the trace from the weighing bucket

precipitation gauge located at the radar site. As can easily be seen,

the periods of heavier snowfall rates correlate well with those of more

intense radar echoes. In future years, when seeding is done, these

periods of stronger echoes should show up as predicted by the wind

speeds, the time and height of release.

4. 2 Radar and Radiosonde Measurement 1969-1970

Radar profiling and radiosonde data was computed and given to the

Department of Atmospheric Science, University of Washington, for

analysis with aircraft seeding flights, and will be reported .upon. else-

where. One area of balloon tracking limitation, and efforts to solve

it, are reported below.

During periods of high winds and/or heavy precipitation, the T-9 at

Olympia is inadequate to obtain wind data to 400 mb level. In extreme
conditions tracking can be limited to 8000 to 9000 ft. MSL. With

high winds in excess of 40 knots, the balloon rapidly exceeds the range
and elevation angle limitations of the radar. In heavy precipitation

and clouds, the maximum useful range of the radar for tracking is

reduced, due to the strong return from the clouds and precipitation

.-.’ greater signal intensity than that of the corner reflector target.

In order to correct this limitation, the Department of Atmospheric

Sciences provided an alternate tracking system utilizing a hand-held
dish antenna position by a signal strength meter connected to the

radiosonde receiver.

A simultaneous tracking of a radiosonde and corner reflector was
performed on Feburary 12, 1970, using the T-9 radar and the hand-held
antenna system. Meteorological conditions were excellent for .radar
tracking’.

Analysis of the simultaneous tracking is given in Figure 20. The

ploi.ting of the two tracks indicates about a three to six degree differ-

ence in azimuth of the balloon between the Roab and the radar. Inspec-
tion of Figure 20 reveals that the Roab tracking system lags behinri the
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radar track. The wider beam width of the Roab system is most

likely responsible for this lag, as the manual moveinent of the Roab

antenna cannot position as efficiently to strongest or center point

because of the beam width. The beam width is not known, but it

is considered larger than the three degree width of the T-9 radar.

The results of this error were seen in. resultant wind computations

from both tracks. The -15C isotherm, as measured by the radiosonde

at time of tracking, was 15, 580 ft. MSL. Using this level as the

seeding level and 4700 ft. MSL as mean target elevation, the resultant

wind direction and speed was computed independently from the Roab

tracking and the radar. Computations gave the following results:

Roab Wind Direction 129 Radar Wind Direction 135

Wind Speed 17. 3 kts. Wind Speed 15. 6 kts.

If one assumes a fallout velocity of 1 msec perhaps a low for the

Cascades, the difference in wind speed would result in a trajectory
2. 8 km longer and error in the azimuth of the order of 1 km.

Inasmuch as the area is approximately 11 x 20 km, these errors alone

would not be significant; however, with the limited instrumentation

and radar coverage in the area, these errors add to the difficulty
of prediction of the trajectories and, perhaps, possible radar surveill-

ance of the ’area during a seeding operation.

4. 3 Computer Modeling of Orographic Precipitation

An attempt was made to compare the observed orographic precipitation

over the Cascades with that predicted by the steady-state computer
model which was developed for the Park Range Project. 4 In a range
such as the Cascades, the selection of a mountain profile to be used

by the computer is very difficult, since the range consists of a number

of closely spaced ridges rather than being an isolated peak or ridge.
This has the effect of causing the mountain profile to be greatly altered
for different wind directions as shown in Figure 21.’ In order to decide

on a profile for the computer, a profile through the .Cascades along
a 240-060 line through .Elmmclaw was selected as the desired cross-
section to be modeled. Since the computer assumes a sinusoidal
lower boundary, a sine curve was chosen ,as shown (Figure 21), which
approximates the west central part of the range up to the main (water-
shed) Divide. This profile ignores Grass Mountain, and there the

computer begins the lifting much closer to the Divide than is actually
the case. It is also seen that the mountains continue for a considerable
di.stan.ce beyond the computer profile. Thus, it. should be expected
that the computer should predict the precipitation increase to occur
much too close to the Divide, and the decrease on the lee side -i:o also
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occur closer to the Divide than is observed.

For purposes of comparison, a series of stations were selected

lying nearest to the 240-050 line through Enumclaw. In general,
only stations within ten miles of the line were taken, except east

of the Divide where the less dense network necessitated taking two

stations about 14 miles south of the line. All the stations were

projected onto -the 2400-060;> line and the observed precipitation

values were then plotted on graphs to be compared with the computer
predicted distributions.

Altogether, the data from 27 radiosondes covering six different storm

periods were utilized by the computer. For each storm period, the

mean observed precipitation rates were compared with the mean of

the predicted rates for all the radiosondes from within that storm

period. Figures 22-27 .compare the observed precipitation .data

with the computer predicted distributions for different terminal

velocities and growth rates. In some cases (December 18, January
29, 30 and 31), the predicted values are reasonably well in accord-

ance with the observed values. In all cases, it can be seen that

the precipitation increase actually begins about 20 km before the

computer predicts it. In some of the other cases, particularly Dec-
ember 3, 22-24, and February 7 and 8, there seems to be little

relation between the observed and predicted values.

One of the biggest errors in the computer model is the assumption

that the precipitation growth is by vapor diffusion. The precipitation
particle observations showed that riming was of major importance

in the growth of the precipitation particles in the Cascades.

The computer model was run assuming several different values for

the terminal velocities of the precipitation particles. The results are

plotted hi Figure 22-27 for terminal velocities of 0. 7 msec"1 and

1. 5 msec"1. One computer run was also made for which the growth
time of the precipitation was reduced to half of the ..diffusion-growth
time. It was thought that this might give some idea of the effect of

increasing the growth rate by riming. The decreased growth time

is seen to greatly increase the precipitation rate over the main moun-

tain divide for the warm-strong v/ind cases; however, the predicted

precipitation rates are still too low and most of the precipitation is

computed as being carried much further downwind than is observed.

One possible reason for the failure of the computer model may be

because it makes no allowance for the lifting upwind over Grass
Mountain. Most of the observed precipitation in the warm-strong wind

cases comes from the storm of December 3, when the air at very
low levels (below 2700m) was very warm. and moist. Consequently,
during this storm the lower ranges upwind may have been more in-.;)ort-
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ant for producing heavy precipitation. Further, as during most of
this storm, the freezing level exceeded 5, 000 ft. the terminal
velocities of the precipitation particles below this level probably
exceeded the 0. 7-1. 5 msec" assumed by the. computer, which would
cause the trajectories to be further shortened.

In order to determine the meteorological conditions that produced the
best agreement between the observed and computed values, compar-
isons were made of precipitation profiles under different meteorological
conditions, utilizing the data when the radiosondes showed wind
directions between 220 and 260. In all, 12 periods were found which
meet this criterion. Initially, these were divided into two groups
of six according to temperature. The totals of the observed three-hour
precipitation following the radiosonde time were compared with the
three-hour totals predicted by the computer. The comparison for
the warmer cases is shown in Figure 28 and for the colder cases in
Figure 29. In the warm cases, the computer clearly predicts far
too little precipitation. But in the colder cases, the computer’ pre-
dictions give more reasonable precipitation ’and, in some cases, even
a bit too intense.

The same procedure as before was followed for obtaining two groups
separated according to wind speed. As there was a very good corre-
lation between the warmer cases and stronger winds and between the
colder cases and lighter winds, the plots are very similar to the
previous ones. These are shown in Figure? 30 and 31.

Summary and Conclusions

The computer model developed for modeling orographic precipitation
over the Park Range of Colorado was employed to model precipitation
over the Cascades. The most consistent limitation of the model
seemed to be its simplified mountain profile which begins the lifting
at a later point than is actually the case, and ends it too abruptly.
The assumption of growth by diffusion seems to predict reasonable
precipitation rates in the cold storms, but the predicted growth times
are much too slow for the warm storms. An accurate model must
allow for particle growth by riming.

4. 4 Case Study 17-18 December 1968

The synoptic pattern over the Pacific Northwest was characterized by
a moderate trough with cold moist air froni the Gulf ,of Alaska. A
strong pressure gradient was present over Western Washington due
to the northeastward position of Eastern Pacific subtropical high. See
Figure 32. The frontal ’/.one passed over the Cascade ridge shortly
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after midnight on the 17th of December. Moderate precipitation
was experienced along Die coastal areas. In the Cascades, the

precipitation period was nineteen hours in duration with 1. 0 to 1. 5
inches occurring during the period which ended about 1000 PST
18 December 1968.

Observations taken from the aircraft on the 17th of December
reported cloud tops at 13, 500 ft. MSL. The Enumclaw radiosonde
taken at 2218 PST, 17 December 1968, Figure 33, indicated saturation
to this level as reported by the aircraft. Radar observations reported
cloud tops from 11, 900 to 13, 000 ft. MSL.

Vertical wind profiles computed from the Enumclaw and Cle Elum
data are given in Figure 34. Inspection of these vertical wind pro-
files show the strong winds aloft and nearly uniform velocity with

height over Enumclaw. The Cle Elum profile follows the same general
pattern aloft as the Enumclaw data showed. The surface and lower
1, 000 ft. above the surface exhibit the prefrontal easterly flow pro-
ducing strong shear in the wind field near 4, 500 to 6, 000 ft. MSL.
This easterly prefrontal flow on the surface should have the dynamic
effect of reducing the descending motion on the lee side. In later
model tests, this hypothesis will be tested.

At Enumclaw and Cle Elum., the X-band M-33 and T-9 radars obtained

radar profiles of precipitation echoes. The M-33 at Enumclaw made
repeated profiles with changing elevation angles.

At Cle Elum, only vertical mode data was obtained due to high limiting
angles and wide beam width of the T-9 radar. Time cross-sections

of plotted Z values taken in the vertical mode for the M-33 and T-9
radars are given in Figure 35. The Enumclaw profile depicts the
cellular structure of the clouds, referred to as precipitation bands.
Previous optical snow sensor data collected in the Cascades also
reflects this in precipitation intensities. The Cle Elum data demon-

strates the "drying out" of the air mass on the lee side of the Cascades.
The cloud structure on the east is layered in contrast to the observa-
tions at Enumclaw.

The above data are examples of measurements and observations made
during the 16 storm periods given in Table I for the 1968-1969 season.

These data were then used as input data to a simple, but practical, model
developed to compute the vertical component of the wind field across
an orographic barrier. Condensat ion r;it.e, conversion of condensed wa.ter
into ice crystals and fallout of precipitation across the orographic
barrier are outputs of the numerical model.
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In Figures 36 and 37, the computer printout of vertical velocity
and the computed hydrometeor water content for the 17-18 December
data are given. These data represent the orographic component
of the precipitation which in the Cascades is of major importance.
Reference is made to the Enumclaw sounding for 2218 PST, 17 Dec-
ember, in which the lower part of the sounding was moist’adiabatic
with slightly stable but saturated lapse rate above this level. It
would be expected that as this air is lifted across the Cascades, the
orographic motion would be effective in providing proper condensation
rates to produce precipitation, with the maximum occurring just
upwind of the crest.

Precipitation data collected for the period 2100 to 2400 PST, 17
December 1968, from the Cascade network are plotted on Figure 38.
In the model computations, the maximum precipitation is found just
west of the Divide. This corresponds very well with data from the
network stations (see Figure 37). Vertical profile data from the T-9
radar at Cle Elum, Figure 35, also depicts, the layering of the moist

levels as predicted by the model in Figure 37. The model predicts
too much evaporation in the immediate lee of the ridge, due to the

present technique of handling dry descent. In future analyses, adjust-
ment will be made to refine the model to obtain a better calibration
for the Cascades. The radar profile from Enumclaw does not extend
to the edge of the Cascades, as it is beyond its effective range to see

precipitation at 50 km.

Based upon the analysis of the orographic numerical model outputs,
as well as the vertical radar profiles and precipitation data, a cross-
section from. Enumclaw to Snoqualmie Pass bearing 060-240 has

been prepared to demonstrate the seeding conditions (Figure 39). The

idealized mountain barrier is the heavy dash line with actual contours
in solid light line. The two sets of (dash-solid) trajectories are
computed from the wind field for rimed and unrimed crystals at the

-5C, -10C, -15C and -20C isotherm levels. This cross-section

shows that with artificial seeding and the subsequent reduction in
the amount of riming, the ice crystals can be transported 10-14 km
downwind, v/hich would then place them on the lee side of the Cascades.

The envelope of an Agl fuse dropped from an aircraft above the clouds
demonstrates the wide area on the east side that can be affected by
seeding. The significance of this is that greater operational control
can be obtained with the aircraft than from a fixed ground location.

4. 5 Surface Precipitation Mcasv."’-".;"! on.t.s

Notice needs to be taken of a few types of malfunctions the project
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FIG 37. COMPUTED HYDROMETEOR WATER CONTENT OF THE MODEL, 2218 PST
17 DECEMBER 1968
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FIG. 38. PRECIPITATION DATA, ?J00-2400 17 DECEMBER 1968



FIGURE 39. CASCADE ATMOSPHERIC WATER PROGRAM CROSS-SECTION ENUMCLAW TO SNOOUALMIE 060-240* T.
AERIAL-SEEDING MODEL.
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weighing buckets experienced. (Personal conversation with Weather

Bureau and Forest Service personnel indicated their gauges had

similar problems. The most prevalent problem arose from snow

sticking to the inside or on the top of the collector, which is the

upper part of the case. Most often this snow would build up to

some point, break away from the collector, and fall into the bucket,

causing a jump on the chart record (Figure 40). Occasionally, this

buildup would be complete and prevent any more snow from enter-

ing the bucket. For some unknown length of time prior to complete

closure, the measured precipitation rat es are inaccurate because the

gauge no longer has an eight-inch opening. A perfect example of

this occurrence is demonstrated in Figure 41.

An additional problem is the lack of mixing in the gauges. The anti-

freeze melts the snow as the latter falls into the bucket, but it has

been found that when extended periods of heavy snowfall occur, with

no mixing occurring, and the specific gravity of the antifreeze greater
than one, the top of the solution becomes diluted, and eventually
leads to an ice layer. This allov/s the rest of the bucket and the

collector to fill with snow and sometimes cover the instrument. Add-

itionally, it prevents accurate weighing because some of the mass is

supported by the side of the collector.

Other, but more isolated, malfunctions were clock stoppage a-nd water
freezing in the weighing mechanism.

For each operational period during the 1968-1969 season, isohyetal maps

of three hour precipitation totals were drawn and utilized in the

numerical analysis. These maps are not included in this report,

except for the example of Figure 38.

4. 6 Ice Nuclei in Melted Snow Samples

One of the tasks assigned to EG &G during the 1968-1969 season was

to make observations of ice nuclei in precipitation. With the majority
of nuclei, observations have been made of particles which are free,

that is, not attached to any ice crystals. Little attention has been

given to those particles which have, because of their physical and/or
chemical nature, acted as a nucleus to form an ice crystal. The

following describes observations made of ice nuclei in the snow.

To study ice nuclei the "drop freezing" technique was used. This

method, as its description indicates, involves freezing droplets of

melted snow at progressively colder temperatures and observing their

freezing characteristics. This technique has progressed from original
work of Morgan and R.osinski (1CS7)"1 to that of Roberrson (196?)0 and,
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FIGURE 41. SNOW CAPPING PRECIPITATION GAGE
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7
at the present time, parallels work of Vali

If a drop of water has many particles in it which can act as ice

nuclei at different temperatures, then the temperature at which that
drop freezes will depend on the ice nucleus in that drop which has
the warmest critical temperature. If many drops are present, one
would expect them to contain nuclei of different effectiveness with

the result that the drops will freeze at different temperatures.
Recording the temperature interval during which each drop freezes
one can determine the number of effective nuclei present in each

temperature interval.

The theory used to determine the nuclei spectra follows the presen-
tation of Vali who states, ". let us make the rather realistic
assumption that the fraction of the still unfrozen drops that is observed
to freeze in the given temperature interval represents the fraction
of -all (frozen and unfrozen) drops that have nuclei active in that
temperature interval. Drops that froze earlier had done so only
because they had some more effective nuclei in them as well. " For
example, at -10C, 40 out of 100 drops had frozen and between ~10C
and -11C, six more drops froze. Then 6/60 or 10 per cent of the
40 drops which were frozen at -10C had nuclei effective between
-lO^C and -11C. These four drops were already frozen because they
had nuclei effective at some temperature warmer than -10C. In
mathematical terms,

n(9) -f(0) / VA9

where n(9) is the number of nuclei per unit mass of water that are
effective in the temperature range 0 to Q + AQ, f(0) is the fraction of
drops that freeze in that interval and V is the drop volume. From
the shape of the n(8)-T curve, one can make suppositions as to the
type of ice nuclei present. If this equation is integrated to get n(Q),
the number of nuclei per unit mass effective at 0 and warmer, the

results are ’,

n(6) ^ In f(9)

where f(6) is the fraction of all drops which are unfrozen at 6. A
simple computer program was written for these two equations to facil-
itate data reduction.

A photograph of the drop l’i:-oc’/,-i.i’;g apparatus is shov/n in Figure 4.2.
The basic part of the in3t.r’i.ii"!’ic;";.’l.".Lio;’i is the cold st^c which conaisi.s of
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FIGURE ^2 ICE NUCLEI THERMOELECTRIC COOLER

BOX FOR REFREE7.1N6. DROPLETS OF

MELTED SNOW .
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a thermoelectric cooler a.nd an attached manifold vacuum, plate. The
plate has a grid of small holes in it which a.re all connected to a
common vacuum source. The temperature of the stage can be
controlled from above freezing temperatures to -30C when a circulat-
ing ice bath is used as a heat sink. A thin sheet of polyethylene
film (food v/rap type) is placed on the vacuum, plate and used to
support the drops. When a vacuum is applied, the plate assures
good, even thermal contact between the plastic and the cold stage.
The drops are placed on the plastic using a disposable syringe and
a disposable No. 26 gauge stainless steel needle, the top of which
has been blunted. The resulting drops have an average volume of
7 x lO" cm^ (spherical diameter equivalent of 1. 1mm). Approximately
150 drops are m.ade from each sample and are placed about 6 mm
apart in a regular pattern.

At this point the temperature of the stage is a few degrees above
0C. (The temperature is measured by a thermocouple which is
taped to the plastic film. By adjusting the voltage applied to the
thermoelectric unit, a constant cooling rate of -1. 4C/min. from
0 to -20C is achieved. A camera and crossed polaroid filters are
used to record the number of drops frozen at each one degree
interval and this information is used for the computer program which
determines the spectra.

Examples of the spectra obtained by this technique are shown in

Figures 43 and 44. Figure 43 shows the differential spectra and
Figure 44 shows the integrated ones. Like most nucleation curves,
the dependence of nuclei concentration is an exponential function of
the temperature.

While most sampling intervals were one to two hours in length, in
one case a series of 10 minute ones were collected so we could
determine if any differences in the nuclei spectra could be seen with
this time resolution. In particular, we wanted to compare our results
with those of Ryan and Scott (1969)", who found increases in airborne
ice nuclei in the first half an hour of precipitation. We wanted to see
if the nuclei content of the precipitation was also higher during this

period. On 7 February 1969 snow began falling on Snoqualmie Pass
at 1350 PST. Ten minute samples were taken, beginning with the
beginning of snowfall, for the first hour, with longer intervals being used
for sampling during the next 26 hours. The spectra for the first three
samples are shown in Figure 45, with the extremes -of all other values
ob’rr-lned during this 27 hour period being included in the shaded area.
It is clear in flits case that the snow shows a higher freezing nuclei
content during the first 20 minutes of occurrence than duri-ng the rest
of the storm.
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FIGURE 43 FREEZING NUCLEI SPECTRUM 29 JAN 1969
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FiGURE 44. FREEZING NUCLE! SPECTRUM 2S JAN. 1969
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FIGURE 45 FREEZING NUCLEI SPECTRUM 7 FED. 1909
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FIGURE 46 FREEZiMG NUCLEI SPECTRUM 7 FEB 1969
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If we look at the differential spectra for these cases, "Figure 46,

we see certain features repeat themselves. The peak between -10.C

and -1 1C in the first spectrum is seen to have decreased and moved

to colder temperatures as time progresses. The meaning of this

is uncertain, but is possibly due to the partial evaporation of the

first precipitation leaving a higher concentration of nuclei in the collec-

ted snow. A second possibility is that ice nuclei are being scavenged
out of an initially "dirty" atmosphere. After 20 minutes, the air is

clean and fewer additional nuclei are captured. More observations of

this phenomenon are needed.

9
Mobbs (1969) reported on simultaneous observations of ice particle
and ice nucleus concentrations in natural clouds. He found many
more ice particles than nuclei and that the ratio of their concentrations

(particles/nuclei) decreased with decreasing cloud top temperature.
Using a different method which required a different type of instru-

mentation, we have found this same relationship.

This work measured ice nuclei which were in the precipitation, not
in the air. .This is a fundamental difference between the two approaches
and permits redefining the ratio of interest. The ratio used by Hobbs

can also be thought of as the ratio of ice particles per unit mass
divided by the number of nuclei per unit .mass. This is the ratio that

is examined’ here.

The number of snow particles per unit mass was determined by measure-
ments of particle size obtained by photography and the size/mass
relationships of Nayaka and Terado (1934) (or Fletcher, 1962) The

ice nuclei content of the snow was determined by the method mentioned

earlier. The other parameter which must be known is cloud top
temperature, and this was estimated from rawinsonde observations.

Snow samples and photographs were taken at Snoqualmie Pass, Wash-

ington (elevation 915 m), 65 km east of Seattle, and rawinsondes were
released 49 km southwest of the observation point.

During the early months of 1969 observations of this type were made
and Table III gives a synopsis of them. The ratio is plotted versus
temperature in Figure 47, along with that of I-Iobbs. We feel the

similarity is substantial considering the greatly differing techniques.

At least one other possible explanation of this high. ratio should be

added to the multiplication process. That is the affect of higher level
(colder) clouds on seeding the lower level ones. In the higher clouds,

all nuclei effective at temperatures warmer than, say, -30C, will
form ice particles. If the particles fall into a lower cloud whose top
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TABLE III

SYNOPSIS OF DATA FOR DETERMINING
R (NUCLEI/GRAM X MASS OF CRYSTAL)

D
1

29

29

0

4

4

ate
969

Jail.

Jan.

r’eb.

Feb.

Feb.

T:
I

0959

1058

2020

1205

1459

i-me
’ST

-1058

-1153

-2052

-1459

-1703

Crystal Type

Bullets

Bullets

Graupel

Graupel

Rimed stellars
and needles

Ci-ysi
mass

4. 6x]

4. 6x]

2x10"

1x10’

1. 7x]

ral Cl
mg. ten

.O-3

.O-3
-1

-1

l0-1

ou-d Top
:iperature

-20

-20

-16

-8

-10

Nuclei/
Gram

7100

3900

360

3. 4

10

Ratio

30

56

1. 4

."3000

590

4 Feb. 1705-1903 Rimed stellars 2. 3x10
and needles

-1
-11 10 435

4 Feb.

5 Feb.

5 Mar.

1903

1400

1010

-2200

-1410

-1030

Rimed stellars
and spatials

Rimed irre^uls
particles

Graupel

2. 6x10’

ir 3xl0"2

1. 1x10’

j.

-1

-12

-30

-23

20

l06

2x104

190

3. 3xl0"2

0. 45
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temperature is -30C, all (assuming no particles are lost due to

evaporation)’ these crystals will be included in the ice crystal concen-

tration, but the number of nuclei will be assumed to be only those

effective at -20C or warmer. Those nuclei effective between -20C

and -30C will not be included because of the choice of cloud top

temperature. Hence, more crystals than nuclei are indicated. In

all the cases presented here, the vapor densities with respect to

ice were calculated .for each sounding, the results indicating the

possibility of higher clouds, usually in the -30C’ region.

One application of this drop freezing technique is its application as an

inexpensive way of finding silver iodide ice nuclei, in seeded precip-

itation. If a cloud system is seeded, and precipitation falls which

resulted from this seeding, then the nuclei content of the sample

should be higher at warmer temperatures, -5C to -10C, than in

unseeded ones. Samples of seeded snow from Steamboat Springs,

Colorado have been. analyzed with results of nuclei concentrations

at -4’-’C at least two orders of magnitude higher than any
observed in the Cascades.

4. 7 Snow Crystal Camera Studies 1968-1959

Primary in the Cascade program has been the observed fact that the

majority of natural snoy/ crystals are rimed, and the further observation

that rimed crystals have terminal velocities greater than unrimed

crystals.

To confirm this hypothesis and further refine estimates of terminal

velocities, intensive observations of snow crystal characteristics and

relation to various meteorological parameters have been made at

Snoqualmie Pass area the last two years. The first year’s v/ork (winter

season 1968-1969) was devoted mainly to background observation of

natural snow crystals. The second year, with aerial seeding planned,

additional observations were made to see if the effect of seeding

could produce a "seeded type crystal", i.e. one with reduced riming.

The following is a description of equipment and results of these ob-

servations .for the two winter seasons, 1968-1969 and 1969-1970.

Snow Crystal Camera System.

A system utilizing a 16mm time-lapse camera was- constructed for photo-

graphing snow particles at the ground. The snow falls upon a black,

wooden, rotating disk about six inches in diameter. The triangular

opening through which the snow enters allows an even exposure of the

disk to the snowfall for about -10 seconds. The sample then rotates
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into a position where it can be photographed by the camera through
a diagonal mirror arrangement. After being photographed, the

particles are swept off by a set of rotating brushes.

In operation, pictures were taken every 68 seconds. Due to the

proximity of the small light bulb, used for illumination, to the disk,

some melting of the particles was observed at temperatures of about

-2C or warmer.

Prints were made from the film with a total enlargement of the snow

particles of about five or six times actual size. For each print,

the number of particles per cm was determined for each of three

size ranges (d< 75mm, 75^d< 1. 5mm, d^ 1. 5mm, where d is the

maximum particle dimension). For each photograph the particles
were assigned a degree of riming, either none, light, moderate or

heavy. In terms of Magono and Lee’s (1966)11 snow crystal classifi-

cation, these categories would be defined as follows:

None nonrimed and rimed crystals
Light densely rimed crystals
Moderate graupel-like snow
Heavy graupel

An example of each type is shown in Figures 48, 49, 50 and.51.

Prints were made of the film generally at intervals of one to three

hours. For December 23, prints were made at 15 minute intervals,
but since it was found that important particle changes did not generally
occur over periods of less than a few hours, longer intervals were

used for the rest of the storms. Altogether, prints were studied from

four separate storm periods on a total of eight different days.

A summary, of the photographic and meteorological data for each of

the eight days is shown in Table IV. A comparison of the degree of

riming with the rate. of precipitation shows a very good correlation

In the one case, where heavy riming was observed for most of a day,

the average precipitation rate was 193 cmhr." For "the four days

when moderate riming prevailed, the average rate was 117 cmhr"1,
and for the three days predominantly light riming occurred, the rate

was 053 cmhr"^.

A few simple studies were done to determine the meteorological con-

ditions which were most conducive to hi^i-i precipito.tJ.Oji rate’s and, most

likely, heavy riming as well. The mean p^oi.i-.i.cin.lori rate for ten storm

days was compared with a number o’!’ ]’>ar.";.n’ic;i;crs relied to wind

direction, moisture content 01 the air, and i.ho stability of the air mass.
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FIG. 46 UNRIMED CRYSTALS FIG. 49 LIGHTLY RIMED CRYSTALS

FIG. 50 MODERATE RIMED CRYSTAL PIG 51 HKAVY RiMEO CRYSTAL
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TABLE IV

SUMMARY OF SNOW PARTICLE PHOTOGRAPHIC OBSERVATIONS

1968 1969

Date

2.3 Dec 1968

29 Jan 19G9

30 J.’in 1969

31 Jan 19G9

1 Fob 1969

2 Feb 1969

4 Feb 1969

7 Feb 1939

Time(PST)

1200-2100

0900-1800

0000-0300

0600-2200

0000-1800

0900-1200

1400-1900

1300-1600

Degree of
Riming

Moderate

Light

Light

Heavy

Moderate

Light

Moderate

Moderate

Mean Sic.
Temp(C)

-5. 3

-17. 2

-17. 0

-6. 6

-3. 6

-2. 8

-1. 8

-4. 4

% of Particles
d< 75mm

44%

80

24

45

61

52

40

81

75 ^ d < 1.5

40%

17

41

36

28

24

37

19

ds I. 5mm.

16%

3

35

19

11

24

2"3

0

Mean Rate
of Prec. cmhr

130

033

102

.-193

099

069

143

152



The best correlation was found with the westerly component of the

wind velocity between 5, 000 and 6, 000 ft. from the Enumclaw
rawinsonde(linear correlation coefficient, r 0. 84). A good corr-

elation (r 0. 72) was also found with the mean dewpoint in the

layer between 900mb and 750mb measured from the Cle Elum sonde.

Using both these parameters together gave an even better correlation

with a multiple correlation coefficient of 0. 96. Figure 52 shows

the precipitation rate plotted as a function of the westerly wind com-

ponent and the mean dewpoint with the least squares best fit for the

data also indicated.

It seems that orographic lifting and the presence of moisture are

nearly all that is necessary to determine the precipitation rate at
Snoqualmie Pass Since the rate of condensation of moisture from

the air will increase as the rate of lifting and the moisture content

of the air increases, it might be expected that this would also cause

the liquid water content of the clouds to be higher and increase the

rate of riming of ice particles in the clouds. This is at least
consistent with the observed increase in the degree of riming of snow
particles with increasing precipitation rate.

During the pre-frontal stages of storms in the Cascades, there is

often a fairly strong flow of air up the eastern valleys through the

passes and down the western valleys below the level of the ridge tops.
As there is often, a much colder, stable air mass near the ground to

the east of the Cascades than to the west, the low level flow (from
east to west) can sometimes be very important in determining whether

precipitation falls as rain or snow in the eastern arid central parts of

the Cascades. The upslope flow on the eastern slopes can produce
some precipitation from the cold layer as well.

December 23, 1968 provided a good example of this situation. Through-
out the entire day, the Enumclaw radiosondes showed the freezing
level in the air mass west of the Cascades at about, 6, 000 ft. The

Cle Elum radiosondes, on the other hand, showed that the air mass

east of the Cascades was everywhere below freezing.’. There was an

inversion between 5, 000 and 7, 000 ft. and the minimum temperature
below the inversion was about -6C between 4, 000 and 5, 000 ft. At
Snoqualmie Pass the wind was blowing from the east side to the west
side and the temperature was about -4. 5C. Were it not for the

low level easterly flow on this date, it probably would have rained

at Snoqualmie Pass and over much of the central and eastern Cascades,

as it probably did over most of the western slopes.

Figure 53 shows the types of snow particles which were observed fre-

Q-rRntly at the A-Frame on this date. The picture shows that there
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FIGURE 53 SNOW PARTICLES IN SNOWFALL AT SNOQ. PASS AT ABOUT

1900 23 DEC ,1968
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were two different types of snow particles in the precipitation,
graupel-lik’e particles formed from plate or stellar crystals and
densely-rimed needles. As shown in Figure 54, there were also
two different levels for which the vapor density reached a maximum
in excess of ice saturation as determined from the 1600 PST Cle
Elum radiosonde. The needles were probably associated with the
lower maximum at -5C v/hich was in the low level cold layer, and
the graupel-like particles probably v/ere formed at the higher level
and thus fell through a greater depth of cloud and, therefore, are more
heavily rimed. In this case, therefore, there v/as apparently some
precipitation due to orographic lifting of the air from the east as
well as that due to orographic lifting over the west slopes.

4. 8 Optical Snow Rate Sensor

The optical snow sensor at the A-Frame was used to provide a con-
tinuous measurement of rapid variation in the snowfall intensity.
Through the use of the snow camera it was possible to calibrate the.
optical sensor in terms of the snov/ particle flux. This v/as done by
comparing the flux of particles having a maximum dimension greater
than 75mm, as determined from the snow particle photographs, with
the simultaneous value recorded by the optical sensor. A good corr-
elation was .found except for the data from between 1000 and 1300 PST.
During this period the sensor values were much too low. Apparently
the brightness of the background toward which the sensor was directed
affected it so that only the largest snow particles were counted.
Figure 55 shows the least squares fit for a straight line through the
data, excluding that between 1000 and 1300 PST.

Figures 55 and 56 ’shov/ particle flux F^ as a function of the precip-
itation rate Py, and the ratio P^/F^. as a function of P^,, respectively.
The data in Figure 56 can be v/ell fitted by a pov/er law of the form
P^ aFn^, v/here asl. 1 x 10-10 and xs3. In the same way, the data
in Figure 56 can be represented by the equation- 4:r -

4 9
with bs; 9. 6 x 10 and B^ 2 /2. (The constants are for units of gem
hr~- for P^ and cm"2 hr~1 for F ) It is readily shown that

B --j- and
x
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Figure 56 indicates that the mean particle mass increased with

increasing precipitation rate. Since there is reason to believe that

measured number flux is not sensitive to the effects of aggregation,

the mass increase was probably not the result, of an increased aggre-
gation at high precipitation rates. In view of the observed relation

between rime formation and precipitation rate, increased rime accum-

ulation on the particles must account, at least in part for the mass

increase.

4. 9 Snow Crystal Camera Studies 1969-1970

Observations made of snow crystals at Snoqualmie Pass during the

winter of 1938-1969 have shown that riming was an important process

in the growth of snov/ particles. To further study the characteristics

of snow crystals, the area for sampling was moved from the vicinity

of the A-Frame site to the Alpental Ski Area (Figure 58). The ski

tow .made access available to the vicinity of the top of Denny Moun-
tain (5400 ft. ). Two redesigned snow crystal cameras were operated,

one at the top of the Alpental (Denny Mountain) ski tow and the other

at Keechelus (3000 ft. ). A thermograph and two optical snow sensors

were also operated at each site. These measurements gave an

opportunity to measure the stability of this layer and related, influence

on snow crystals, as observed at the top and bottom of the layer.

During periods of seeding, observation of snow crystals, before, during

and after, could be examined for significant changes in riming and

other features. In Figure 59 one of the newly designed snow crystal
camera systems is shown during its final assembly. The snow falls
onto a moving belt which carries the crystals under the camera where

they were photographed before being scraped off into a wooden box

below the end of the belt. The light source was connected so. that it

would come on only when the picture was to be taken. The following
is a detailed description:

NOVEMBER 20 Rain occurred at all stations except for a brief period
around ’1300 when wet snow was observed. Figure 60 shows the precip-
itation rates at all stations throughout the storm.

NOVEMBER 23 Again, only rain occurred at all stations. Figure 61
shows the precipitation rates at all stations during the storm.

DECEMBER 3 Onset of precipitation was at about 1400 PST at most
stations. Due to the ea.atcrly i";.ow at the surface, low clouds and log
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FIGURE 58 VIEW TO NORTW/KST LOOKING THROUGH SNOQUALM’E PASS TO DENNY MOUNTAIN
CIRCLE ENCLOSES TOP OF No. 2 CHAIRLIFT AT ALPENTAI,
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FIGURE 59 VIEW OF THE INTERIOR OF THE NEW MODEL SCCS IN THE PROCESS

OF ITS FINAL ASSEMBLY. ^



f’iGUnri 60. P^ECIPiTATiOA; RATE DURING STORM OF 20-21 NOV. i0"9
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were present east of the Pass throughout the morning.

Fiffure 62 shows the results of conditions similar to those of early
&

in the morning on December 3, as seen from the. top of the No. 2 chair-

lift at Aipental (Denny Mountain), Low level airflow was up the

Yakima Valley from the east side and down the Snoqualmie Valley
to the west. The upslope flow on the east side had resulted in the

formation of stratiform clouds in the Yakima Valley. These clouds

can be seen to be dissipating near the base of Denny Mountain where

the air begins its downward descent to the Snoqualmie Valley. S;1

licrht snowfall was apparently produced from these low clouds at
Kachees Dam throughout the morning. Precipitation also began at

Keechelus Dam about an hour before it did at the more western stations.

The snowfall also ceased at the eastside stations earlier than it did to

the west, especially at Kachees Dam. Figure 63 and 64 show the

precipitation rates and optical sensor readings observed at all stations

during the storm.

The crystals observed at Aipental between 1400 and 1700 PST were

primarily of two types, lightly rimed to moderately rimed needles and
columns, and moderately rimed to heavily rimed stellars and/or
plates.

Throughout the period 1300-1700 PST, the temperature at Snoqualmie

Pass (3, 000 ft. was -7C, while at the top of the Aipental No. 2

chairlift (Denny Mountain) temperature changed from -HC to -2C,

with the onset of precipitation at about 1400 PST. Later, between

1700 and 1900 PST, the top temperature further decreased to -4C,

where it remained until after midnight. Seeding occurred between

1507 and 1555 PST.

DECEMBER 8-9 Again precipitation started at the eastern stations

prior to the v/-est slope stations. This storm can be divided into

three separate periods of precipitation. The first period, from about

0400 to 0800 PST, occurred only at the east slope stations, Kachees
and Keechelus Dams, and resulted in only very light precipitation.

During the second period, from about 1230 to 1830 PST, precipitation
was observed at all stations except Nagrom. Tills was the period

that resulted in the most precipitation for the eastern slope and west

stations. The last period was from 2000 PST, 8 December to 0400 PST,

9 December. During this period the precipitation was observed mostly
over the v/estern slopes and the crest. Nagrom, however, had no

precipitation during any of these periods. Figures 65 and 66 show

thc precip-.i’. ;::.!on raiv.-’a and optical sensor data for all stations during

Yi’.lS t;n0l""m.
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Detailed ground measurements were made at Alpental and Snoqualmie
Pass only during the early part of the second period. Slide replicas
were obtained at the Pass from 0930 to 1400 PST. Snow crystal
camera and photographs were obtained at the Alpental Bottom Site
from 0925 to 1015. At both locations, unrimed to lightly rimed
needle crystals made up most of the snowfall. Some moderate to
heavy rimed irregular and stellar crystals were also present, espec-
ially prior to 10CO and after 1300 PST.

The temperature at the top of Alpental was steady- around -SC from
0200 to OSOO PST. Between 0800 and 1400 PST the temperature rose
from -8C to -3C, where it remained until after 1800 PST. From
1SOO to 2000 PST the temperature fell to -4. 5C. where it remained
until the next day. At the Pass the temperature rose from -3C to
-0. 5C between 0900 and 1400 PST.

On the basis of temperature and precipitation, it would appear that
the front passed the Snoqualmie Pass area around 1600 PST.

DECEMBER. 11-12 General precipitation occurred at all stations
between 0600 PST, 11 December and 1200 PST, 11 December. At
least three different precipitation periods and perhaps as many as
eight peaks in the precipitation rate can be identified at nearly all
stations during the storm. There seem to be three m.ain periods
that correspond well with changes in temperature and stability
measured by thermographs at, the top and bottom of Alpental. During
the first period, from 0000 to about 1300 PST, 11 December, precip-
itation rates varied greatly over the area, both with time and location.
The rate of 325 inch hr-1, recorded at Bandera between 0900 and 1000,
was the heaviest rate recorded anywhere in the network during the
storms studied this year. Alpental Bottom also received in excess of
1 inch of precipitation during this period. The thermographs reveal
that a cool, moist, unstable air mass was present in the area. At
the top of Denny Mountain (5400 ft. the temperature was -6C to -"-"C
and at the bottom (3000 ft. the temperature was 4C warmer, which
is near the psudo-adiabatic lapse rate in this layer.

After 1300 PST, there was a very marked warming aloft accompanied
by lesser warming at the surface, resulting in generally increasingly
stable conditions through about 0600 PST, 12 December, after which
time the temperatures became steady -2C at the top, and -0. 5C
at the bottom.

This marked increase in stability between 1300 and 1400 PST, 11 Dec-
er;-!.h.?r, .probably wa:j ck’^ i^o i.!-;c ^^..-.agc of the front through the area
at that. time. A’r’x-r G-.’’.;0 PST, .!,2 .i-’.’cco.i.’ri.ber, when the warmin.0" had
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completely ceased, the precipitation over the area became more

erratic. It’ ceased completely at Kachees Dam by 0900 and at. all

other stations by 1500 PST, except Alpental, where light .snowfall

continued until 1700 PST, 12 December. Figures 67 a.nd 68 show

the precipitation rates and optical sensor data for as many stations

for which the data was reliable.

Some crystal observations were obtained during parts of all three

storm periods in the Snoqualmie Pass area. Between 1000 and 1300
PST, 11 December, graupel or small graupel-like -particles were the

generally prevailing form at both Alpental and Snoqualmie Pass. At
the Pass, lightly to heavily rimed needles were also commonly
observed. After about 1200 PST, it became too \va.rm for the snow

crystal camera operation and only slide replicas at the Pass were

obtained. Shortly after 1300 the lightly to heavily rimed needle

crystals became predominant until about 1600 PST.

From 1600 t6 1730 PST, 11 December some interesting variations

in crystal types were observed. At 1600 the slide replicas at
Snoqualmie Pass showed graupel-like particles and lightly to heavily

rimed needles, as were observed earlier in the day. At 1615, how-

ever, the crystals were lightly to moderately rimed plates and stellar

fragments, along with some lightly to moderately rimed capped column,’?

and only a few moderate rimed needles. By 1630, lightly to heavily

rimed needles prevailed, but lightly to moderately rimed, columns,

and unrimed to lightly rimed plates and stellar fragments were also
fairly common. The next three slides at 1645, 1700 and 1715 PST
showed only moderate to heavily rimed clusters of needles and columns,

The final slide of the day, at 1730 PST, showed graupel-like particles
and some moderate to heavy rimed needles as v/ere found at 1600 PST
and earlier in the day. The apparently anomalous appearance of

unrimed and moderately rimed plates and stellar fragments is all the

more interesting in view of the fact that they followed a period of

aircraft seeding which commenced around 1500 PST... Computation

by the "University of Washington indicates the seeding plume could

have been in the vicinity of Alpental at the time of these observations.

The observations at Snoqualmie Pass the past two winters have shown

that riming is an important process in the growth of the snow part-

icles. Further, riming became more important the greater the

rate of precipitation, so that 90% of the total precipitation that accum-

ulated while the snow crystal camera system was operating occurred

during periods of moderate to heavy riming. While these observations

are very encouraging, in terms of the potential to cause signil’icarit
change in the precipitation particle {.i.’;’;jcctoric3, the effcci: o.l.’ .’;;/’;:i"c-

go-tion of snow particles to form snow i’i.akcfl on the trajcclorica oi’
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the precipitation has not been studied. Jt could be that aggregation
alone can have as much effect on the terminal velocities of precip-
itation as riming. For this reason, continued work will be done
to measure the terminal velocities of snow flakes, the number of
particles in the flakes and conditions in which aggregation becomes
most important.

As was done for the previous year, the snow crystal camera and
weighing bucket gauge at the valley floor at Alpental were used to
obtain estimates of the precipitation rate. Unlike the previous year,
it was not possible to obtain a good calibration of the optical sensor
to measure the number flux. The sensitivity of the optical sensor
seemed to vary from day to day, perhaps due to the effect of

varying background brightness as the new crystal camera was oper-
ated mainly during daylight hours. In any event, the estimates of
mean particle mass were limited to five one hour periods when
continuous snow crystal camera and weighing bucket data could be
obtained. Figure 69 shows the mean mass per particle compared
with the precipitation rate for the storms of December 1969. Again,
as was found for the previous year, the mean mass per particle--
increases with the precipitation rate. The data indicate a greater
increase in mass with precipitation rate than for the 1968-1969
winter. This may reflect the warmer temperatures of the 1969-1970
winter, but as only five points were obtained, this difference may
not be truly significant. Actual opportunities for the use of the
snow crystal camera at the Lake Kecchelus site, home of the M-33
radar, were very limited this winter, especially during daylight hours,

due to warm temperatures.

The ground observation network employed for this past season is

probably minimal but sufficient for future work. Snow crystal camera
photographs and slide replicas should be obtained near the Pass and
in the target area. Difficulties of access during the storms make
it difficult to operate the snow crystal camera system at the top of

Alpental for more than a few hours. Until it is developed to v/here

it can be left alone for 24 hours or more at a time, this should not
be the primary collection site during seeding periods. During periods
of heavy snowfall, the area is closed because of avalanche hazard.
The site at -the top of Alpental probably should be instrumented as in

this last season, but as there is a great deal of difficulty in obtaining
reliable data froi-n that site, it should not be given primary emphasis
during seeding situations, as more useful data could be obtained by
emphasizing intensive ground measurements at more readily accessible
sites.

The thermographs at the top ’and bottom of A.lponlal provide very useful
data on atmospheric temperature and ytab.i.Uty in i-he lower b0in"i(j.-iry
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near the mountains and should definitely be retained.

As the daylight hours often affect the ground measurements somewhat
adversely, due to warm temperatures and brightness, more emphasis
should be given in the future to nighttime operations as well.
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